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ABSTRACT 

On July 22"d 1994, a bloodless military coup d'état took place in The Gmbia. 

The coup ended the democratic nile of President Sir Dawda Kairaba Jawara and his 

People's Progressive Party (PPP), which had been in power since independence in 1965. 

At a penod when much of the rest of the Afncan continent was retuming to democracy, 

the Gambian coup represented a significant reversal, and posed a big p u d e .  If one of 

Africa's oldest democracies could fail, then what were the prospects for the newer 

democracies on the rest of the continent? The objective of this thesis is to explain why the 

Gambian coup took place. The explanation for the coup rests on two factors: (1) the 

Iegitimacy failure of the civilian regime, which was the primary cause of the coup, and 

(1) feelings of deprivaiion by the Gambian army, which were a secondary cause for the 

coup. The thesis ends by exploring the significance of the Garnbian coup and its 

implications for The Gambia and for democracy in Africa. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Military coups in Afnca have been an ever present threat since the winds of 

change swept across the continent in the late 1950s. The earlier coups took place in the 

pied following independence and included General Ibrahim Aboud's overthrow of the 

civilian Sudanese govemment in November 1958 and the 1966 Ghana coup in which 

Kwame Nkrumah was toppled. In the decade of the 1970s. the pervasiveness of military 

coups in Afiica was such that over half of the countries on the continent were under the 

tutelage of military dictatorships (McGowan and Johnson, 1984: 633). In the late 1980s, 

some African countries began to make transitions from dictatorial to democratic foms of 

governance, prompting scholars such as Samuel Huntington to talk about democracy's 

"third wave" of expansion in world history (the fint two waves took place in the 1820s 

and 1940s).' In the case of Africa, this third wave of democracy (oAen referred to as 

Africa's 'second independence') began in 1989 and was pmmpted by the end of the Cold 

War and the disintegration of 'bcommunism" in the former Soviet Union. The various 

democratic transitions which occurred in Africa in this pend were viewed with a great 

sense of optimism by Aficanist democrats (Schraeder, 1994: 69). However, during the 

1990s, in West Afnca alone, we have witnesscd the annulment of a democratic election 

in Nigeria and the overthrow of the democratically elected govemment of Siemi Leone. 

These events illustrate two of the most noticeable realities of contemporary African 

I 
For a fulIer discussion o f  the "third waven concept, sce Samuel P- Huntington, The Thini W m :  

üemr~crutizati~n in the Late Twentieth Cenmry (Norman: University o f  Oklahoma Press, 199 1). 



politics: (1) African democratic institutions are not yet strongly consolidated and (2) 

military interventions continue to be a major impediment to the democratic process in 

Afnca (Onwumechili, 1998: XI). 

On July 22, 1994, a bloodless coup d'état took place in The ~ambia'. The coup 

was pcrpctratcd by a few junior army oficcrs calling themselves the Armed Forces 

Provisional Ruling Council (AFPRC). The coup leaders were Lieutenants Yahya 

Jammeh, Sana Sabally, Edward Singateh and Sadibou Hydara. The coup was met with 

very little resistance and, as a consequence, it swiflly succeeded. 

One of the smallest countries in West Africa, with a population of roughly 1.4 

million people, Gambia was intemationally renowned before the coup for its domestic 

tranquillity, respect for human rights and political pluralism. During the previous three 

decades, at a tirne when most of the African continent was mired in bloody coups and 

flagrant human rights violations, Gambia was considered a success case for liberal 

democracy in Africa (Saine, 1996: 97). The Gambia's reputation for adherence to the 

principles of respect for human rights ruid political tolerance was highly commended by 

the Organization of Afncan Unity (OAU) and the United Nations (UN). As a result of its 

good record of respect for hurnan tights, it was rewarded by the OAU, which decided in 

1986 to make the Gambian capital, Banjul, the location of the Afican Commission on 

Human and Peoples ~ights.' Garnbia was fûrther rewarded in 1989 with the 

2 
According to David P. Gamble, Gambia became a separate entity of Britain in 1888 and becarne h o w n  as 

"The Colony of the Gambia". When Gambia attained independence the Colony and Pmtectorate areas were 
to be considered united without distinctions between ;hem, Hence, The Gambia, with a capital T, was to be 
the ofiicial name of independent Gambia (1988: XII). 
3 
For more on democracy and human rights in The Gambia, sec Claude E. Welch, 'The Organization of  
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establishment in Banjul of the African Center for Dernocracy and Human Rights Studies, 

intended then as a human rights think tank. For similar reasons the Afncan Society for 

International and Comparative Law moved their headquarters to Banjul. In furtherance of 

these objectives of respect for and protection of human rights, the Garnbian govemment 

also ratified a number of international human rights treaties, often without any 

reservation. For instance, Gambia was one of the few African countries which ratified the 

Second Optional Protocol on Civil and Political Rights abolishing the death penalty. 

Garnbian President Sir Dawda Jawara made the Commonwealth a platform for the 

promotion of human rights issues in ~fnca. '  

In addition to its good human rights record, The Gambia was in many ways a 

shining example of multiparty democncy. All the institutions and traits of a liberal 

democncy were in place. There was a multiparty system which pennitted several 

political parties to contest elections; there was a parliament in which political debates 

were conducted; the judiciary was independent and the press was free to criticize the 

governrnent at will. There was also a written constitution with an entrenched Bill of 

Rights. The state generally operated within the context of the rule of law. 

Notwithstanding al1 of these positive attributes, a few semi-educated, ill-anned, 

junior lieutenants were able to overthrow the democratically elected govemment of The 

Gambia, without any significant resistance. The objective of this thesis is to try to explain 

Afncan Unity and the promotion o f  human rïyhts", The Journal ri/Mtdem African Studies, Volume 29, No 
4, ( 199 1 ), pp.535-555, 

See also Alhaji Sir Dawda Kainba lawars, "The Commonwealth and human n'ghts", Tnr Rwnd TahIe, 
(19921, No 321, pp.3742 This articlc is bascd on a speech b$ven by president Jawara on the joint platfonn 
of the Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative and the Commonwealth Tnist, 



this puzzle. 

The thesis argues that performance and legitimacy failures of the Gambian 

civilian govemment were the primary cause of the coup. It was easy for a group of poorly 

armed and inexperienced junior lieutenants to end abruptly nearly thirty years of 

dernocntic rule in The Gambia because when they struck thcrc was nobody left to 

support the system. However, a secondary but also relatively important cause of the coup 

can be attributed to the intemal dynamics of the rnilitary. A feeling of deprivation among 

the Gambian a m y  officen, who were headed by Nigerians, pnerated a lot of resentment, 

thereby prompting them to intervene when the opportunity arose. 

Chaptcr 1 of the thesis presents an analysis of the two main schools of thought on 

military çoiips. These look at the extemal and intemal dynamics of the military 

respectivcly. The legitimacy failure of civilian governments, compounded by corruption, 

bad cconomic performance, the inability to handle a political crisis and illegal and 

unconstitutional acts, have contributed to military intervention according to the extemal 

school. The intemal school, on the other hand, suggests that factors intemal to the 

military such as its nationalistic attributes, threats to the military's corporate interests as 

an institution, and intra-rnilitary I - ~ v ~ I I ~ ~ s  (which lead to ethnic rivalry and personal fear) 

are the main reasons for coups.' 

Chapter 2 introduces The Gambia in its pre-and post-independence politics. It 

5 
Thcre is a broad literature explaining coups in Afnca, however, most students of the military a p e  on 

these general perspectives. See Samuel Decalo, Coups and Amy Rule in Afnca: Srudiev in Military New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1976; Chuka Onwumechili, AfHcan ~mucmriiafion und MiIitary Coups, 
Conn: Praeger, 1998; Pat McGowan and Thomas .H, Johnson, "Militacy Coups d'état and 
Underdevelopment: A Quantitative Historical Analysis", Journal qf Motiem Afncun Studiav Vol 22, No.4, 
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describes the major actors involved and discusses their interrelationships. It attributes the 

ability of the ruling party to stay in power for almost thirty years to a number of factors: 

the President's ethnic background, his leadership style. the weakness of opposition 

parties, Gambian culture and a favorable standing within the international community. 

Chapter 3 contributes to the primary objective of the thesis by presenting an 

analysis of the political context for the 1994 coup. It discusses the conditions which made 

it possible for the anny to grab power. It argues that the coup succeeded primarily 

because of the legitimacy failure of the Gambian civilian govenunent. 

In cbapter 4 it will be argued that a lack of a proper mission for the army, 

compounded by feelings of deprivation among army officers and their resentment of 

senior Nigerian oficcrs who controlled the army, was the secondary reason for the coup. 

In addition, i t  will be aqued tbat turbulence in the West Afncan sub-region, such as the 

civil war in Liberia, the coming to power of junior officers in Sierra Leone, and the 

Gambian govemment's poor relations with the govemment of Senegal, al1 encouraged the 

junior soldiers io orchestrate a coup. 

Chapter 5 looks at the significance of the Gambian coup. What are the lessons of 

the coup for The Gambia, for Afnca and for democracy? In The Gambia's case, the 

legitimacy failure of the civilian regime was the primary cause of the coup. Therefore, 

one of the lessons to be leamed is that democratic institutions ought to be strengthened to 

prevent that legitimacy failure. However, a secondary but also important reason for the 

coup was a lack of proper mission for the Gambian army, compounded by a feeling of 
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deprivation by army officers. As long as the army of a mal1 country Iike The Gambia 

does not have a proper mission, and feelings o f  deprivation are allowed to develop, then 

opportunistic individuals like the junior soldien who took over in The Gambia will try to 

do what they did. Therefore, it is imperative for democratic governments in Afnca to play 

the dernomtic and military gamc propcrly to discourage military coups. 



CHAPTER 1 

EXPLANATIONS FOR MILITARY COUPS 

Numerous explanations exist for military coups (Huntington, 1968; Welch, 1970; 

Nordlinger, 1 977; Decalo, 1 990). Some scholars have suggested that these explanations 

can be broken down into two categories, namely, the extemal and interna1 schools. In 

Coirps And Army Rirh In Africa (1990). Samuel Decalo describes how these two schools 

of thought have been developed to explain the causes of military coups in Afnca. The 

extemal thesis postulates that "social, economic, and political problems and weaknesses 

are the magnet that pulls the armed forces into a power and legitimacy vacuum" (Decalo, 

1990: 3). The second interpretation of military coups, as described by Samuel Decalo, is 

centered on factors intemal to the military. This intemal school contends that the reasons 

why the amy stages coups are to be found inside the army itself. These reasons include 

the nationdistic attributes of the military, ethnic rivalry within the military, the impact of 

budgetary or other constraints on the rnilitary's corporate interest, and the personal 

interests of the oficer corps (Decalo, 1990: 3). This chapter will examine these two 

schools of thought. 

The External School 

It is the contention of the extemal school of thought that the propensity of soldiers 

to stage coups is explained by the performance failures of civilian govemments 

(Nordlinger, 1977: 65). Scholar Samuel Huntington, who shares Uiis view, bas suggested 
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that "the most important causes of military intervention in politics are not military but 

political and reflect not the social and organizational characteristics of the military 

establishment but the political and institutional structure of society" (Huntington, 1 968: 

194). Furthemore, the extemal school suggests that coups are a manifestation of how 

much legitimacy a civilian regime cnjoys in the eycs of the people. The supposition is 

that military intervention is inconceivable in situations where civilian regimes enjoy 

widespread popular legitimacy. However, anytime there is public disenchantment with 

the civilian regime, be it due to economic failure, corruption, nepotism, ethnicity or other 

political malfeasance inimical to the state, the possibility of coups will anse. In such 

situai ions, when soldiers intervene, they perceive themselves as saviours whose actions 

are solely motivated by a desire to rescue the state from the ineptitude or malfeasance of 

the civilians they ovenhrow (Nordlinger, 1977: 64-68; Wi king, 1983: 19). 

Major performance failures by civilian govemments have invariably been the 

cause of military intervention, according to the external school theory on coups. What are 

the causes of civilian performance failure? The literature cites many, such as: (1) 

corruption, (2) a down-swing in economic performance. (3) an inability to handle a 

political cnsis, or (4) illegal and unconstitutional ways and means of getting things done 

(Nordlinger, 1977: 85). The rest of this section will examine each of these causes in tum. 

Corruption by civilian regimes has been identified by the external school as a 

major reason for military coups. In the case of most Afican countries, the illiteracy rate 

is high, and the ruling civilian elites have ofien exploited this problem to full advantage 

to personally enrich themselves and their cronies. Such govemment-centered corruption 
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creates wide economic disparity between the rulers and the ruled. This disparity, in tum, 

provokes a reaction from the military, which can use public disaffection to its advantage 

and stage a coup (Babatope, 198 1 : 3). Under such circumstances, soldiers cm claim that 

their coup is inspired by "the goal of political regeneration" and "guaranteeing adherence 

to high standards of public honesty'*(Nordlinger, 1977: 87). 

An analysis of several African coups in the 1960s and 1970 supports the 

contention that civilian corruption is a causal factor in military takeovers. In each of these 

coups, amy  officers defended their intervention on the grounds that the civilian regimes 

they overthrew had become inept. self-serving and conupt. Whenever these faults are 

prcsent, civilians are seen by the military as self-serving individuals who are more 

concemed with the trappings of a luxuriant life style than with the well-being of the 

society (Babatope, 1981: 2-8). This facilitates a decision by the rnilitary to take over 

through uunconstitutional means. Anytime a civilian govemment is seen to be engaged in 

or contemplating an unconstitutional act, it encourages the military to also act 

unconstitutionally. Moreover. the loss of legitimacy factor almost always makes it easy 

for the military. Incumbent civilians who are deemed compt are often disrespected, 

which oflen generates resentment fiom the populace, which in mm provides an 

advantageous avenue for the military to implement illegal acts (Nordlinger, 1977: 86- 

88). 

A number of writers on the military, such as Janowitz and Luckharn, have pointed 

to its supposed "Puritanisrn" and "ascetic standards." In their view, the bbpuitanicai" 

na- of the rnilitary is an embodiment of how much dedication the military has to the 



state as well as a reflection of the high standards the military sets for itself (Janowitz, 

1964:64; Luckham 197 1 : 282-283). This Puritanism then helps explain its overthrow of 

compt regimes. Luckham is of the view, for instance, that it was the "puritan" ethic of 

the military which motivated the Majors to stage the first coup in Nigeria (Luckham, 

1971: 282-283). However, Nordlinpr has a pessimistic view of the "puritan" ethic. It is 

his belief that while comption does crop up from time to tirne, as was the case under the 

civilian regime that the Majors overthrew in the first Nigerian coup of 1966, it was not so  

egregious as to warrant the coup (Nordlinger, 1977: 87). Nordlinger's argument is echoed 

by Guttecidge. who notes that: 

The charge of corruption and misappropriation is frequently made to justify 
military coups in Africa as elsewhere. The question is not whether it exists ... it is 
clearly in many States rampant-but whether it is of any great importance in 
promoting such events. But reading the reports of  the various commissions of 
inquiry into these matters in Ghana [after the 1966 coup], one is leR with an 
impression that, though the revelations are scandatous, this is almost a ritual 
exercise of justifying in another and conventionally accepted way an act which to 
most Ghanaians did not need any elaborate apologia (Gutteridge, 1969: 150-1 5 1). 

As this last quotation suggests. accusations of corruption against the civilian 

pvemment have a tendency to win coup makers much needed support for their actions, 

but not to root out corruption. In fact, several coup makers have engaged in the most 

despicable acts of corruption in Afnca. The most notonous examples are Jean-Bedel 

Bokassa in Central Am'can Republic and Mobutu Sese Seko in Zaire (now Democratic 

Republic of Congo). In Central African Republic, Bokassa, after seizing power from 

David Dako in 1965, immediately promoted himself to the rank of General in 1967 and 

Marshall in 1974. The following year he crowned himself Emperor and awarded himself 

twelve ministerid portfolios. He shumed his ministers with impunity, wbich undeimined 
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effective govemance and bureaucratic cornpetence. By the end of his thirteen year reign 

of terror, the economy of his country was in a complete shambles (Decalo, 1989: 144- 

152; Onwumechili, 1998: 39-40). 

How well the civilian govemment deals with the economy is a second factor 

explaining wiiether the military will intervene, according to the extemal schooi. Ensuring 

better economic performance is alrnost always expected from civilian govemrnents 

(Gutteridge, 1969: 145; Nordlinger, 1977 89). Although a country's economic downtum 

can be due to causes beyond the control of its govemment (for example a swift drop in 

commodity pices on the international market), the govemment is still likely to be 

blamed. Since govcmments typically make a commitment towards improving economic 

growth, the cconomy takes on a further significance as a measure of their performance. 

The notion that there may be a correlation between economic performance and 

military coups has been recognized for some time in the study of Afican politics. In their 

study of military coups in Afi-ica in the 1970s, Welch and Smith hypothesized that "the 

likeli hood of military intervention ises with a perceived deterioration of economic 

conditions, especially if accompanied by a belief that the govemment cannot resolve, or 

is responsible for, this deterîoration" (Welch and Smith, 1974: 26). Military coups, under 

such circumstances, offer some aciors an appanntly swifi and easy way to reverse 

unfavorable economic trends (O'Kane, 198 1 : 293-294). 

Johnson et al. (1984). have aryed that when a country's economy deteriorates, 

the military may be motivated to act for two reasons: 

Fint, the military itself can have its position threatened by worsening economic 
conditions. Cuts in military budgets necessitateci by austerity pmgrams are seldom 



welcome and can directly impact upon the military's lifestyle, size of equipment 
and training programs. Second, if economic downtums result in social dislocation 
in the fonn of labor unrest and strikes, heightened class antagonisms, and anomic 
violence, this can be perceived by the military as threatening the national interest 
and thus prompt them to act to Save the situation (Johnson et al, 1984: 633) 

Today, one problem which has affected economic performance in Afica involves 

the hanh, externally enforced, structural adjustment policies of international financial 

institut ions such as the International Monetary Fund. Dunng the Cold War, Western 

donor countries tiinneled billions of dollars in aid to Africa for the purpose of containing 

"communist" expansion. With the Cold War over these same agencies began to attach 

conditions to the aid money given to African countries (Harsch, 1993 8-10). Such 

demands bave created great economic hardships, which are not conducive to democracy, 

as they cm lead to massive unemployment, wage freezes, and higher prices for consumer 

p o d s  and services. All of these problems open the door for military takeovers. 

Intervention in times of good economic performance is less likely than when the 

economy of a country is in a down-ward spiral. 

Fossum presents an analysis of the interrelationship between economic 

performance and coups. In Latin America, between 195 1 and 1963, he found that coups 

were 60 percent more common in "deterioration" years (when GNP had fallen relative to 

the preceding year) than in "improvement" years (when GNP had improved relative to the 

preceding year) (Fossum, 1967: 236-237). Why is there a connection between 

intervention and bad economic perîormance? According to Fossum and Nordlinger, poor 

economic performance generally affects the middle class as well as the military* It also 

affects their commercial and indusüid enterprises. Because the rnilitary ofien has 
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connections and ties to this middle class, they intervene for the purpose of safeguarding 

their own class interests ( Nordlinger, 1977: 88-90). 

A third type of civilian performance failure, the inability to handle a political 

crisis, with resulting lack of law and order, is oflen cited as one of the identifiable causes 

of military coups. Whcn a civilian govemrncnt is uneble to maintain order, it ofien results 

in the military being used as policemen for the specific purpose of restoring order. Such a 

course of action by the govemrnent triggers the military's decision to intervene, for it 

points to the extent of a govemment's vulnerability in tems of having to rely on the 

military for the purpose of maintaining order (Nordlinger, 1977: 86). When governments 

face a degree of disorder and violence, which can arise from a number of factors, the 

military can justify intervention with the argument that the govemment bas failed to 

fulfill its most basic responsibility, the preservation of public order and the protection of 

life and property. As a result, once the military decides to intervene, it exploits this 

situation to full advantage, by promising to do better than the civilian govemments in its 

endeavor to maintain order. 

Significant evidence in the literature on coups suggests that there is a connection 

between the above mentioned perfonnance failure and military coups. A study of 105 

successful coups in Latin America between 1907 and 1966 found that two-thirds of them 

took place during periods of public disorder (Fossum, 1967: 234-236). The use of the 

military to restore order in instances where security forces such as the police are unable to 

do so is one co~ect ion between the above mentioned perfonnance f~lure and coup 

attempts. For the military cornes to the realization that w*thout theù involvement the 



govemment could easily collapse, thereby giving them an interventionist motive 

(Fossum, 1967: 237). 

A fourth reason oflen cited for civilian performance failure is illegal or 

unconstitutional acts by the civilian govemment. In his book, African Democratizrrtion 

un J MiIitrlry Coups, Chuka Onwumechili (1 998: 39) argues that "lack of democracyt has 

ofien been used by the military as one of its justifications for staging coups. Several 

civilian governments in Africa have been accused of this practice. For example in the 

recent Decernber 24, 1 999 coup in the Ivory Coast, the coup leader, General Robert Guei, 

accused ousted president Henri Konan Bedie of being undemocratic.~ut Onwumechili 

doubts whether this is a valid argument. He alludes to the 1968 coup in Mali as an 

example for his pessimism. In that coup, he argues, the plotters had accused president 

Modibo Keita of being dictatorial and undernocntic. However, the subsequent military 

Junta was no better in being able to implement reforms conducive to the democratic 

process. The military did not swifily organize elections to restore the democratic rights of 

the Malian people (Onwumechili, 1998: 39). 

Students of the military have argued that few military govemments have been 

successful in redressing govermental performance failures (Nordlinger, 1977; 

Onwumechili, 1998). According to the extemal school, the performance failure of civilian 

regimes increases the military's resolve for intervention. In actuality, however, other 

lvory Coast was consided a mode1 of stability in a turbulent Afkan contincnt. However, its oustcd 
prcsident Henrie Konan Bedie was seen to be more and more autaratic. &die was accused of making 
ethniciîy a big issue in ivorian politics. His decisian to ban Alasanane Ouattara, a former ofkiol o f  the 
[MF, from contesting the Cktober 2000 elections was widely condanned in the lvory Coast and played an 
important role in the military's decision to intervene. 



motives might also be behind the miliiary's action. The actual motives of the rnilitary's 

decision to intervene rnay be less altruistic. This perspective is shared and well put by 

Samuel Decalo: 

The specific a m y  faction that initiates the coup and the officer corps in general 
are neitlier more coiiesive, nationalist, progressive, nor self-denying than the 
civilian clique being toppled. Although there is no reason to doubt the sincerity 
and good intentions of some military leaders, their motives for intervention have 
always been complex and include personal considerations. Once in power military 
leaders have not been able to resolve the socioeconomic and political issues facing 
thern (Decalo, 1990: 29). 

The aforementioned observation suggests that soldiers may be motivated by 

geed, inordinate ambition or loss of human values when they decide to orchestrate a 

coup. This sentiment is also eclioed by the interna1 school, which contends that the 

protection of the mili tary 's corporate interest is almost always present in every coup. It is 

to the argument of this school that we now turn. 

The Interna1 School 

The second interpretation of military coups, as described by Samuel Decalo, is 

centered on factors intemal to the military. This intemal school presupposes that the 

reasons why the army stages coups are to be found inside the m y  itself. It attributes to 

African annies certain characteristics such as professionalism, nationalism, cohesion, and 

austerity. When these charactenstics are threatened, according to this school, the army is 

impelled to move into the political arena to protect its own interests (Decalo, 1990: 3). 

What are some of the misons intemal to the military that can cause it to intervene? The 



literature cites various reasons, but the most common ones are: ( I )  nationalism, (2) a 

threat to the military's corporate interest, and (3) ethnic rivalries and personal feu 

(Decalo, 1990; Nordlinger, 1977; Wiking: 1983). 

The f iat  argument of the interna1 school as to why soldiers stage coups is 

centered around the military's nationalistic attributes. The intemal theory asserts that, 

because of the army's perceived rote as defender of the state, it develops a nationalistic 

tendency which allows it to justifi intervention. This situation is compounded by the fact 

that the military in developing countries identifies itself fint and foremost with the state, 

unlike the politicirins who tend to rely on regional and ethnic support to further political 

objectives (Wiking, 1983: 19). However, this is not always the case. for in many African 

countries the military is made up of majonties from the same ethnic groups and coup 

leaders rely on their ethnic kin for support. In other words, Afncan military governments 

can be as giiilty of manipulating ethnic cleavages as their civilian counterparts. Decalo 

has persuasivel y argued that: 

Many African amies.. .are.. .a coterie of amed camps owing p n m q  clientelist 
allegiance to a handful of mutually cornpetitive officers of different ranks 
. . seething with a variety of corporate, ethnic, and personal grievances that divide 
their loyalties.. .. One direct corollary is that when the military assumes political 
power, its own intemal cleavages and cornpetitions constrain its efforts and 
achievements over and beyond the immensity of the task and other considerations. 
Where cleavages are especially intense, military regimes may devote considerably 
more effort to consolidating their power and warding off challenges to their 
authority than to providing the country with leadership (Decalo, 1990: 6). 

This pessimistic perspective notwithstanding, because of the perceived nationalist 

attriiutes of the military, they bave the propensity to justify their actions as being in the 

interests of the nation. The identification of the rniliiary with the state, and the state with 



the military, gives it the tools to rationalize that what is good for the military is also good 

for the nation. One scholar of the military sums up this assumption as follows: 

the generals are not capricious ogres whose only interests are destroying 
democracy and raiding the national treasury . . . m e d  forces officers view 
themselves as sincere patriots. ïheir intervention, they believe, is always in the 
national interest ... to save the country or to protect their institution, which they 
consider the very embodiment of nationhood. In sum, the armed forces are an 
organization with an independent position on al1 the major political issues 
(Lieuwen, 1964: 98). 

Students of the military, such as Lucian Pye in the 1960s, characterized military 

rule as the best rneans towards the creation of a "dynamic leadership committed to 

progress and the task of modemizing transnational societies that have been subverted by 

the compted practices of elite politicians". 

Pye's analysis of the military hypothesized that the key to progress lay in the 

creation of modem organizations, and in his view the most modem organization in 

developing countries was the military (Pye, 1966: 184-1 85). 

The second expianation for military intervention, according to the interna1 school, 

is centered around how the rnilitary views its corporate interest, both as an institution and 

as a conception of itself. The military's corporate interest c m  take several forms. 

Nordlinger's synthesis of the literature lists several, which include but are not limited to 

the military's budgets and organizational autonorny. Nordlinger has argued that the most 

important motive for rnilitary intervention is for the defense and enhancement of the 

military's corporate interest as an institution. He emphasizes that: 

public institutions that are highly cohesive, imbued with an esprit de corps, and 
endowed with considerable power resources pursue their corporate interests in a 
determined and effective fashion. They are enetgized and able to do so with 



drastic 

relatively little risk of intemal disunity. The military differs from most public 
institutions in its cohesiveness and esprit de corps; it differs from al1 others in the 
enormous power derived fiom its hierarchical structure and force of amis. The 
military has consequently been remarkably successfil in protecting or enhancing 
its corporate interest through the coup d'état (Nordlinger, 1977: 65). 

The threat to the military's corporate interest can take several foms. For example, 

reduction of the military's budget can be an invitation for a coup. Budgetary 

al locations fundamentally determine the quality of the military in terms of the amenities 

i t  enjoys such as housing facilities, salary scales and retirement benefits. Moreover, an 

increase in money allocated to the military budget represents a demonstration of the 

prestigc accorded to the military, whereas a reduction of budptary expenditure signais a 

loss of influence and standing. The perception of the army as a modem and professional 

institution is based in part on how much money the civilian governrnent puts into it. 

Thrt o reduction in the military's budgetary allotment can be a recipe for a coup 

was demonstrated in the 1966 overthrow of Nkrumah of Ghana. Generai A.K. Ocran, one 

of the architects of the coup, in his memoirs justified the coup on that ground. "By late 

1965" he wrote, "the going was getting tough for most senior ofticers. The salaries 

introduced in 1957 meant little in 1965; they were worth only a third of their value". He 

pointed out the amenities the soldiers were losing under the leadership of Nkrumah. "One 

day the officers were to pay for their electricity; the next day they were to lose their 

training allowances; the following day, they were to lose their tniveling faciliiies. We al1 

wondered what was happening to us"(Ocm, 1968 43). Consequently, when they took 

over, the first course of action they embarked upon was to increase the rnilitary's budget 

during the peiod in which they controlled the governrnent. Expenditure on the military 



can impact on its self perception as a professional, well-trained, disciplined and modem 

institution. The quality of arms, unifoms, housing, etc., are al1 indicators of the military's 

professionalism. When these amenities are lacking then pride is wounded and morale 

impaired. The impact of military expenditures on military pride seems to have been an 

important cause of the 1966 and 1972 coups in Ghana. This sentiment is echoed in 

Genenl Afnfn's description of the military situation under Nkrumah's govemment: 

Because of bad planning, economic mismanagement, and poiitical interference, 
this army was rendered incapable. ill-equipped, having virtually been reduced to a 
rabble. By Christmas 1965 a number of our troops were without equipment and 
clothing, things essential for the pride, morale, and efficiency of the soldier. There 
was an acute accommodation problem due to the rash military expansion scheme 
that Kwame Nkrumah had launched. It was shameful to see a Ghanaian soldier in 
a tattered and ragged uniform, sometimes without boots during his training period 
(Afifm, 1967: 103-104). 

A similar explanation was proffered by Genenl Ocran in justifying his motivation 

for overthrowing the government of Nkrumah. 

The commanders were really hard put to it. They had known and had been 
accustomed to a hi& standard of turnout and cleanliness. What then could they Ca 
to soldiers who turned out on parade in tom uniforms; with the underwear 
showing underneath their shorts or trousers? Soldiers with no polish or shine on 
their boots or with their toes showing through their canvas shoes?.. Even the 
officers went about in very unpresentable uniforms (Ocran, 1968: 44-46). 

From the above statements it cm be ascertained that many coups are a product of 

the connection between the amy's interest in sufficient budgetary support and the 

inability or unwillingness of civilian governments to satisQ these needs. The failure to 

satisw the military's needs always engenders the possibility of a coup, because, second to 

the civilian government, the military is the strongest institution in many developing 

countries. As a consequence, failing the military cm be given as a rationale of justimng 



illegitimate coups. 

Apart from the failure to satisfy the military's budgetary needs, civilian 

interference in the intemal affairs of the military can be an impehis for coups. In other 

words, any tirne the military feels that its autonomy is being threatened the likelihood of a 

coup anses. The 1952 coup, wliicli overthrew Egypt's King Farouk, was motivated by his 

interference with the autonomy of the military. Against the advice of senior army 

officen, the king ordered his ill- prepared army to attack Israel in 1948, which led to the 

defeat of Egypt in that war. The king compounded his action with the appointment of 

incompetent officers to hi@ ranking military posts for the purpose of maintaining 

control. His actions drew a swift response and led to Gama1 Abdal Nasser overthrowing 

him (Nordlinger, 1977: 72) ' 

A second example of how civilian intederence can lead to a coup was the 

situation in Ghana under Nkrumah. Before the 1966 coup which ousted him, he set about 

intedering with the autonorny of the army. His interference entailed a concerted attempt 

to control the army through the manipulation of promotions and specific responsibilities 

given to offcers (Nordlinger, 1977: 74).' For example, in early 1965, he prematurely 

7 
The rcccnt October 12, 1999 coup in Pakistan is another example of how the army acts if i t  deems its 

autonomy is threatencd. Relations between the govemment of Nawaz Shariff and the army had been tcnse. 
The New York Times, 13 Oct. 1999 reported on the coup in which the leader, General Pervez Musharaf, 
justified his action and argued that the incptitude o f  Sharif s govemment and its s e l f - ~ c ~ n g  brand of 
management made it necessary for the military to act- He accused Prime Minister Sharif s governmcnt o f  
systematically destroying Pakistan's institutions. "Despite al1 my advice" the gcneral said, Yhey tried to 
interfere with the armed forces, the last remaininy viable institution in which al1 o f  you take so much pride 
and look up to at all times for stability, unity and integity o f  our beloveâ country." He said Pakistan was in 
a state of  '%mnoil and unccrtainty, and the economy in a state of collape. Thc anned forces had taken over 
as a Iast tesort to restore stability .... 1 have done so with all sincerity, loyalty and selfless devotion to the 
count ry... and the armed forces are f imly  behind me." 
tl 

Nkrumah extensively nlied on his Convention People's Party to p in  political control o f  the army and to 



retired the two highest ranking officen in the Ghanaian military on the basis of their 

objection to the removal of the Presidential Guard Regirnent from the m y ' s  chain of 

command. The consequence of his actions on the officers is echoed in comments made 

by General Afnfa. ''This was not the way to treat Generals.. .As a result of this action the 

Ghanaian officers and men felt that the profession of men-ai arms had been disgraced and 

that their Generals as well as they themselves had been humiliated." The primary reason 

for the coup was attributed to the dismissals (Afnfa, 1967: 99-102). Afrïfa went on to 

comment that "Nkrumah was beginning to manipulate certain oficen for the purpose of 

undermining the authonty of the military command. The policy of divide and nile was 

actively pursued among al1 nnks of the armed forces. I t  had become difficult to trust 

one's coileagues " (Afnfa, 1967: 100). A further challenge of the autonomy principle 

which Nkrumah orchestrated was his creation of his own private amy within the military. 

For example, he detached the Presidential Guard from the army and made it directly 

accountable to the command of the president. He lavishly rewarded this regiment in order 

to buy its loyalty. This act of favoritism generated deep resentment within the army 

command structure. Officers and rank and file of the army perceived this as a major 

challenge to the autonomy principle of the military. This, more than anything else, 

motivated the coup which overthrew him. 

-- 

entice army officers into confonniny with his own political ideals. This conviction was echoed by Afrifa: " 
For a long time, the Convention People's Party had madc a steady assault on the A m y  with a detemincd 
programme to indoctnnate it with the ideology of  Nkrumahisrn . 1 remember that a branch o f  the 
Convention People's Party was even opened at the Teshie Military Academy for this purpose. Then was an 
occasion when officers were made to join the Pacty by force. Forrns were sent out from the Minister o f  
Defense, ML Kofi Baako's of'fice, to be cornpletd 1 refused to complete this form on the pnnciple that the 
anny must be above party politics" (Afrifa: 99). 
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A final reason suggested by the intemal schwl as to why soldiers stage coups is 

centered on personal gain and is ofien mirrored by ethnic rivalries and personal fear 

(Decalo, 1990; Onwumechili, 1998). Ethnic rivalries or factionalism can result in inûa- 

military quarrels, which generate fear. The above view is shared by Onwumechili, who 

theorizes that numerous coups in Africa have resuited from persona1 factors. He cites as 

examples the failed coup attempts in Nigeria in 1976 and 1990, which have been linked 

to ethnic rivalries. The 1976 coup was an attempt by soldiers from the middle belt of 

Nigeria to reinstate General Yakubu Gowon, who had been deposed by Northem Ofticers 

in 1975. Similarly, the 1990 coup attempt against General Ibrahim Babangida was canied 

out by officers from the middle belt. ln that attempt the officers explicitly indicated that 

their plot was directed against ofticers from the North, specifically the Hausa-Fulani 

goup (Onwumechili, 1998: 40-4 1). 

Two classic examples of rnilitary intervention triggered by personal fear were 

tliose by Idi Amin of Uganda in 1971 and Lieutenant Genenl Gnassingbe Eyadema of 

Togo in 1967. Before instigating the coup, Amin was fearful that President Milton Obote 

would sack him as head of the Ugandan Amy. He had had a falling out with Obote, who 

accused him of corruption and favoritism in recruitment of members of his own ethnic 

group. The end result was Amin's successfùl overthrow of the president. Similarly, 

Lieutenant General Gnassingbe Eyadema's 1967 coup was also a consequence of 

personal fear. Strong pressures were mounting fiom his Southem countrymen who 

wanted him tried for the murder of President Sylvanus Olympio, who had been killed in 

the military coup of 1963. Eyadema preempted any trial by removing President Nicholas 
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Grunitzky, al1 the while claiming that the coup was justified because of an intemal power 

stniggle between the president and his vice president, Antoine Meatchi (Onwumechili, 

1998: 42). 

Summary 

This chapter has explored the two main schools of thought on rnilitary coups. The 

extemal school lias noted that rnilitary motivations to stage a coup are likely when a 

civilian govemment is perceived to have failed. This failure c m  be evidenced by 

corruption, bad econornic performance, an inability to handle a political crisis, and illegal 

and unconstitutional ways and means of getting things done. This loss of legitimacy 

occurs anytime the pvemment fails in its performance. The legitimacy of the 

govemment is  diminished when the populace loses respect for the incumbents and begins 

to think that a govemment is corrupt and self-serving. Bad economic performance also 

engenders the likelihood of a coup, because good economic performance is held to be one 

of the primary responsibilities of a govemment. The ability to maintain and preserve 

order is also held in high regard in every effectively functioning society. Hence, violence 

and political turbulence diminishes a govemment's legitimacy since it is seen as a failure 

to fulfill one of its basic responsibilities. When the govemment is also seen to be 

acbitranly contravening the law, it increases the military's propensity to interverte 

because it knows it can justiQ and sel1 a coup to the populace. 

The interna1 schml, on the other hand, argues that nationdism, b a t s  to the 

military's corporate interest, ethnic rivalries and personal fears are the main motivations 
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for coups. According to the intemal school's litany of explanations for coups, the 

nationalist attribute of the military plays a very important d e .  Because of the army's 

perceived identification with the state, it is not uncornmon for the m y  to be seen as 

savior whose sole objective is to rescue the state from the grip of compt and ineffective 

civilian leaders. How the military prceives its corporate interest is a1so an important 

element in the military's decision to intervene. The most important motivation for 

military interventions is for the defense and enhancement of its corporate interest. The 

military's corporate interests include budgetary allocation and the organizational 

autonomy of the military. Whenever the military's corporate interest is threatened, the 

intemal school argues, then there is bound to be a coup. The final motivation for the 

military's decision to intervene is persona1 and is ofien mirrored in ethnic rivalry and 

personal fear. Military oflicers have relied on their ethnic kin to stage a coup. 

In my view, the extemal school provides a better fundamental explanation for 

coups, but the intemal school cannot be ignored. The rest of this thesis will attempt to 

support this argument in the case of the 1994 Gambien coup. Chapter 2 begins the 

argument by looking at Gambian politics in the post-independence era. 



CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND: POST-INDEPENDENCE PERIOD TO 1994 COUP 

In order to analyze the Gambian coup of 1994, we need some understanding of 

the forces and cvents shaping Gambian political devcloprnent betwecn independence and 

1994. The objective of this chapter is to provide this undentanding. 

Gambia was bom as an independent nation from Britain on 18 February, 1965, 

amidst serious doubt about its viability in both political and economic terms. With an 

area of only 4, 361 square miles, it is continental Africa's smallest state. Except for a 

short coastline on the Atlantic, it is entirely surrounded by its much larger neighbor, the 

Republic of Senegal. The sepante existence of the two countries is rooted in the colonial 

rivalry between British and French slave traders. The British, in 1618, established a fort 

at the mouth of the river Gambia, while the French occupied the Senegalese Coast. Hence, 

the of'ficial language of Gambia is English and that of Senegal French. Apart frorn this 

different colonial legacy, the two countries share a substantial unity of people ethnically, 

culturally and linguistically. The economies of both countries' also depend heavily on 

groundnuts as a pnmary cash crop (Saine, 1996: 98; Wiseman, 1990: 5 1). 

Despite its small population of approximately 1.4 million, The Gambia has six 

major ethnic groups: Mandinka, Fula, Wolof. lola, Serehule and Aku, as well as a 

number of smaller ones. The Mandinka constitute the largest ethnic group in the country, 

accounting for more than 40 percent of the population. The rural areas o f  the country 
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contain traditional chiefs known as " ~ e ~ f o ~ u " , ~  who have historically played major roles 

in Gambian politics. Most areas of the country are ethnically mixed and intermamages 

between the various ethnic groups are quite comrnon. The dominant religion of the 

country is Islam, with 90 percent of the population being Muslim. The rest are Christian, 

with a very small percentage being traditionai animists (Wiseman, 19905 1). 

Pre-Independence Political Activity 

Prior to its independence, there were doubts as to whether Garnbia could exist as 

an independent, viable, state given its small population and size. As a consequence, a 

number of alternatives to independence were proposed by the British colonial authonty 

and Gambian political activists. There was talk of a permanent association with Brîtain. 

However, this idea was not popular with the majority of Gambians, and Britain, feeling 

that Gambia would be a burden on its treasury, was not too keen on the idea. A second 

conceivable option was for Gambia to be united with Sierra Leone. This was not popular 

at d l  as most Gambians felt neither a cultural nor a linguistic connection with the people 

of Siem Leone. The most widely canvassed option was for Gambia to be integtated with 

Senegal. This seemed more realistic, since the two countries had a lot in common in 

ethno-linguistic tems. However, the legacy of colonialism had implanted different 

philosophies of life in the two peoples. Many Gambians were fearful of an unequal 

partnership, in which Senegal would dominate them. Similarly, some Senegalese also 

held pessimistic views about union with Gambians (Gamble, 1988: XXXr). As a result, 

Seyfolu means chief in the Manciinka vemmilar Ianguge. 
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Gambia became independent despite doubts about its viability. 

Political party activity during the colonial period in the Gambia was confined to 

the urban areas, and was fairly limited. In the early 1950s, three parties emerged in the 

colony. Until the 1960s, these parties merely exercised the functions of pressure groups, 

trying to force the Pace of political change. The colonial division of The Gambia into 

"Crown Colony" (Banjul and its environs ) and "Protectorate" (the rest of the rural areas) 

had a signiticant impact in shaping political developments. It was not until 1960 that the 

franchise was extended to the rural people of the Protectorate (Gailey, 1964: 193). 

The first Gambian party was the Democratic Party (DP), founded in February 

1951, by a Christian. Reverend John C. Faye. The party was established to allow the 

Reverend to contest a seat in ~ a t h u r s t ' h d e r  the revised constitution of that year. The 

pany's activities were confined to the urban areas, with a few influential Bathurst citizens 

at the helm; hence, it had limited appeal at the national level. 

The second Gambian political party was The Gambia Muslim Congress (GMC), 

formed in January 1952, by Ibrahima M. Garba-lahumpa. This party differed in nature 

from the Democratic Party by being a fusion of the Bathurst Young Muslim Society with 

a number of such organizations throughout the Protectorate. The Muslim Congress Party 

was designed to specifically link religious affiliation with political party activity. With a 

majority of the Gambian population being Muslim, if the new party could successfûlly 

appeal to this sectarian feeling, funire political control of the Garnbia would be a realistic 

IO  
Bathurst was the name of the colonial administrative capital. At independence, the name was changed to 

Banjul, which became Gambia's capitaI city. 
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objective. However, the Muslim Congress Party was to some extent weakened by its 

dependence upon the personality of its leader (Gailey, 1964: 1 94- 1 95). 

The third political party in The Gambia was the United Party, formed by a Banjul 

lawyer, Pierre S. Njie. However, it too was an organization built around one man. Under 

Mr. Njie's leadership the UP was nevertheicss able io emergr? as the dominant party in the 

urban areas and tried to form some organiwtional links with the rural hinterland. 

In this latter endeavor, however, the UP was completely upstaged, in 1959, by the 

formation of The Gambia's fourth political party, the Protectorate People's Party (PPP) 

under the leadership of Dawda Jawara, a veterinary ofiicer. The party took advantage of 

the extension of the franchise to the Protectorate, and its leader's Protectorate origins, to 

quickly becorne the dominant party in The Gambia. Moreover, while it was ngidly 

controlled by Jawara, i t  was less dependent on its leader than the other parties, at least in 

the early stage of the party's creation. The PPP was fonned specifically to counteract the 

political dominance of the urban based parties through mass mobilization of the people in 

the Protectorate and of Protectorate origins in the urban areas". 

With a later change of name to the People's Progressive Party, the PPP emerged 

as the dominant party in the pre-independence en.  The extension of the fianchise to the 

rural areas made it easy for the PPP to emerge as the dominant party, as the majority of 

the population were rural dwellers. As a result, in the fint election in 1960, it won eight 

l1 On April24, 1999 in an interview 1 had with the Gambian former president Sir Dawda kwara, he told me 
that the PPP was formed by people o f  protectorate ongin living in Banjul. He told me that his party was able 
to gathcr more supporters than al1 the other parties. 'This was because the other parties did their politics in 
Banjul and the colony areas only and did not extent their activities to the rest of  the country which out prty 
did ... so by 1960, one could se+ that the PPP was a fmnt numr in politics" (Intcmiewed in London). 
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of the twelve elected seats. In the pre-independence election of May 1962, the PPP 

(gamering heavy support from Mandinka areas) won a clear overall majority with 

nineteen of thirty four seats, seventeen of which were based in the Protectorate. The UP 

on the other hand, won thirteen seats, five of which were fiom the Colony and eight frorn 

the Protectorate, larply from non-Mandinka areas. The GMC drew oniy one seat and 

subsequently established an alliance with the PPP. '' The Democratic Party did not win 

any seats and hence fonh did not have an impact (Hughes, 1972: 66). 

Until the 1962 election, tribalisrn was not a major factor in Gambian poliiics. 

However, it became a campaign platform for the PPP in the 1962 election, and the results 

showed a clear division dong ethnic lines. This was undentandable, to some degree, 

since al1 politics pior to the extension of the franchise were Colony centered and the 

leading politicians had been Wolof. Hence, the PPP campaigned in the 1962 elections on 

tribal lines, stressing that the Colony had been given everything and the Protectorate, 

porticularly the Mandinka population, had been neglected. Ethnic tensions led to 

incidents in which PPP militants bumt down houses of people who were opposed to their 

Party (Gailey, 1964: 20 1 ; Hughes, 1 972: 6 1-74 ). 

As a result of the PPP's success in securing a majority of the votes in the 1962 

elections, Jawara was called on to form a gvernrnent and become Premier. Around this 

time also, the PPP secured the support of UP defectors, thus further increasing the eihnic 

support base of the party. Jawara also embarked upon turning bis party into a more tndy 

- - 

12 
The Gambian House of Reprscntativcs pmvideâ for thirty four seats in the House. Of these, thece were 

four ex-oflicio members, three nominatecî m&rs by the colonial govenior, and nineteen elected 
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national Party, by reaching out with a message of conciliation. In addition, he established 

alliances, shrewdly working with the Wolof and Aku elites in Banjul. For example, he 

man-ied the daughter of one of the main financial backers of the UP, who subsequently 

shifted support to the PPP (Wiseman, 1990: 52-52) 

Early Relations with Senegal 

As was mentioned eorlier, before The Gambia's attainment of independence in 

1965. the British colonial govemment favored a voluntary integration with Senegal as the 

answer to Gambia's lack of economic viability. The United Party (UP) leader Pierre 

Nj ie. who headed the fint intemal sel f-rule Gambian administration, had initiated 

contacts on a frequent basis with Senegal's leader, Leopold Senghor (1960-1980). Under 

Jawûn's leadership following the 1962 general election, Gambia and Senegal requested 

the United Nations to send a mission to dispense advice on future relations between the 

two countries. The UN mission made its recommendations in 1964, which were 

published as the "Report on the Alternatives for Association between The Gambia and 

Senegal". The report proposed three options in this regard, namely, the total integration 

of Gambia into an enlarged Senegal, favored by Dakar; a loose federation, favored by 

The Gambia; and a compromise association in which integration would be promoted 

gradually. Around the time the UN report was submitted, the Senegalese were recovering 

fiom the collapse of their previous union with Mali and were not enthusiastic about the 

members. The remaininy eight members were desibmted for chiefs who were to elect their own 
representatives. 
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foot àragging. The Gambia, for its part, was not too excited with the idea of swiftly 

abandoning its sovereignty and temtorial integnty. Hence, it opted for outright 

independence (Hughes, 1 992: 20 1-202). 

Despite these obstacles, the two countries between 1965 and 1982 went on to sign 

30 treaties of collaboration. nie most significant ones were the defense and extemal 

representation agreements of 1965; the 1967 "Treaty of Association" which established a 

Scnegalese-Gambian Permanent Secretariat to promote technical cooperation; an 

economic treaty in 1970; and the creation in 1978 of the Gambia River Basin 

Development Organization (Grifiths, 1995: 167-1 68). 

lndependence and Republic Status 

The first significant political development in Jawara's post-independence Gambia 

was his move to make The Gambia a republic. After independence, Jawara indicated his 

desire for The Gambia to become a republic, so that the Queen of England would no 

longer be recognized as Gambia's head of state. A national referendum on the issue was 

held in November 1965. It was rejected, having failed to secure the necessary two thirds 

majonty of the vote. Iawara accepted defeat and shelved the idea for another five years. 

He reintroduced the idea in another referendum in April 1970, and this time gained the 

necessary majority for a republic. The Garnbia thus became a republic with a president 

replacing the Queen of England as head of state. Since Jawara was leader of the majority 

in parliament, he became the first executive president of the republic, cornbining both 

hnctions of head of state and head of govenunent. The Gambian constitution was later 
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amended to allow for a direct election of the president in a separate presidential election, 

thereby increasing the distinction between the executive and legislature (Wiseman, 

199O:S3-54). 

The Senegsmbia Confederation 

A second signiticant politicai development of the post-independence era was the 

Jawara govemment's creation of a confederation with the pvemment of Senegal in 1982. 

The confedention was established after a failed putsch in The Garnbia dunng which 

Senegal intervened and hel ped restore political order. Under the terms of the agreement, 

both countries' retained their sovereignty, but a series of institutions were set up to 

facilitate closer coopention (Wiseman, 1 990 54). 

The event which precipitated the confederation occurred in July 1981, while 

Jawan was on an official visit to the United Kingdom. A coup was plotted and executed 

by urban civilians who opposed the govemment, in alliance with disaffected elements of 

the security force. The coup was led by Kukoi Samba Sanyang, who established a 

National Revolutionary Councii and proclaimed himself head of state. The coup was 

quelled only with the help of Senegal, which sent in a large number of its soldiers under 

the provisions of the 1965 defense treaty between the two countries. Constitutional order 

was restored, but at the cost of almost 500 lives" (Hughes, 1983: 70). The attempted coup 

Is For a more complete analysis of the 198 1 abonive coup rce Arnold Hughes, 'Thni attempted coup d'etat 
o f  27 July 198 1" in Hughes (cd). Ïhe Gamhia: .studirsB swiery and p~liics (Birmingham University 
Afrkan Studies Series 3, 1991), pp 92-106. In his analysis Hughes concludeâ with a question which tumed 
out to become a reality a few years Iater . In saking to protect itself fmrn a future coup attempt, "did the 
fledging Gambian democmcy nanowly overcome one danger only to expose itself to a future challenge 
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undermined Gambia's sovereignty and stained its reputation as one of the few stable 

democratic countries in Africa. 

Following this restoration of order, President Jawara and his Senegalese 

counterpart, President Abdou Diouf, decided to establish a confederation between the two 

countries to be called the "Senegambia Confederation". The confederation was 

inaugunted at Kaur in the Gambian hinterland during a tour of the countryside by Jawara 

in the afiermath of the coup. The "Kaur Declaration" was rntified by the countries' 

parliaments and officially came into effect on Febniary 1, 1982 (Hughes 1992: 201). 

The Confedention agreement called for the establishment of a presidency and 

vice presidency, a council of ministers, and a confederal assembly indirectly elected by 

the two national parliarnents, as well as a confederal secretariat. Al1 of this was to be 

funded from an annual budget provided by the two countries (two thirds by Senepl and 

one- third by The Gambia). The agreement also required the partial integration of the 

emed forces of the two countries to create a confederal amy and a gendarmerie to be 

stationed anywhere wit hin the confederation; the formation of an economic and monetary 

union between the two countties; and the CO-ordination of policy in extemal affairs and 

technical fields. However, the absolute sovereignty of the two countries was clearly stated 

and reafirmed in the text of the agreement. (Hughes 199 1 : 92; Hughes 1992:203). 

The Senegambia Confederation ended uncerernoniously in 1989, when Senegai 

abruptly withârew its forces fiom the temtory of The Gambia. nie withdrawd was due 

to a deterioration in relations between the two countries amid Senegalese accusations that 

from those very instruments creatcd to counter that dangefln (p.106). 
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Gambia was dragging its feet on the issue of full integration. Gambia, on the other hand, 

accused Senegal of blocking its application for UMOA (West African Monetary Union) 

membenhip, which would have allowed The Gambia to adopt the CFA and abandon its 

national currency, the ~alasi." 

The swift withdmwal of the Senegalese army created a vacuum in terms of the 

national security of the Gambia. To fil1 this vacuum, the govemment quickly put together 

the Gambia National Amy. 

The Cambia National Army 

The mots of the Gambia National Army (GNA) can be traced to the Royal West 

Africa Frontier Force (RWAFF), which wûs a colonial anny created by the British. When 

Gambia attained independence, the Jawara govemment decided against creating an army. 

However, what was left of The Gambia section of the West Africa Frontier Force was 

iiirned into a paramilitary body called The Gambia Field Force (GFF), to be specifically 

responsible for performing police duties." AAer the 1981 coup attempt, the creation of 

the Senegambia confederation required The Gambia to form an army and a national 

police force (gendarmerie). The GFF was disbanded, but those offices who had remained 

loyal to the Jawara govemment during the 198 1 failed putsch were allowed to re-apply 

14 
This information is based on rny April 24, i999 interview with Gambia's former president, Sir Dawda 

Jawan. 
t5 

In my April24, 1999 interview with ex-president Jawara, he stated : "at independence we decided n d  to 
have an army. Then came the 198 1 coup and unfortunately same members o f  the Gambia Field Force took 
part in the coup- In 1982 we dccided to join the Senegarnbia Confederation. The institutions o f  this 
confederation included a confederatc army, a confederal gendarmerie, and a confcderal security service, We 
werc ob l igd  as a member o f  the confedcration to contribute to these institutions. Consequently, we decided 
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for the newly crcated army and gendarmerie (Wiseman and Vidler, 1995: 54-55). 

During the period that the Gambian army was being created, Garnbia had to rely 

on Senegalese forces for intemal security. Senegal provided a training team within the 

framework of the Senegambia confederation. However, notwithstanding the confederal 

titlc, Scnegalese forces dominated the framework not only in terms of the rank and file 

but also with respect to budgetary contributions. Gambia was not able to make its full 

contribution to the confederal army until 1985. When the confederation fell apart in 1989 

and the confederal forces were disbanded, it left a vacuum in terms of intemal secunty in 

the Gambia which had to be filled. This was the fini time that Gambian army officers had 

the opportunity of being in charge of national security. But by this time, also, the Garnbia 

gendarmerie was fully cstablished and the army had for the first time reached battalion 

strengt h. 

After Senegal's withdmwal in 1989, the kwara administration looked to Nigeria 

to fil1 the vacuum created by the withdrawal of Senegalese military protection. Hence, the 

appointment of several Nigerian officers at the head of The Garnbia national army was 

considered a way of ensuring the regime's security. It was against this background that 

President Iawara brought in a Nigerian training team of 69 officers to assist in the 

command, training and development of the Gambian army. A Nigerian, Colonel 

Abubakar Dada (subsequently elevated to the rank of Brigadier General), was appointed 

commander of the Gambian m y .  These events, especially the appointment of Dada, 

provoked widespread discussion and comment in the Garnbian press, and various motives 

to mate an anny, this was the Io& o f  it", 



were ascribed to the government. It also created disaffection within elements of the 

Gambian army. The Gambian soldiers not only found it difficult to identifL with their 

Nigerian superiors, but saw them as impediments to their own career advancement 

(Wiseman and Vidler, 1995: 55). 

Evcnts in the early 1990s hcightcned conccm about disaffection in the m y .  In 

1990, President Jawara decided to send Gambian troops to Liberia as part of ECOMOG, 

the West Afncan regional peace-keeping force. This was the first time that Gambian 

anny officers had the opportunity to see combat action. Before the soldiers' depamire to 

Liberia, there had been some problems involving non-payment of salaries and bad living 

conditions in the army bamcks. When they came back from Liberia, these problems were 

still unresolved. In addition, aAer having been exposed to combat action, they retumed to 

idleness in The Gambia. As a result, in June 1991, soldiers who had served in Liberia 

marched to the presidential residence to repister t heir dissatisfaction over the laie 

payment of bonuses for their service in Liberia, as well as the lack of action concerning 

conditions of service in their barracks. They managed to see the president and air their 

In 1992, soldiers attempted a repeat performance of their 1991 protest. This 

protest was launched by the second contingent of trwps retuming fiom Liberia. They 

were stopped at the Denton Bridge check point a few kilometers fmm the capital, by the 

16 
This information was given to me on April 28, 1999, in an iniervicw with Ebnma Chonpn. He was 

Deputy lnspector General o f  The Gambia Police at the time of  the 1994 coup. Accordiny to Chongan, as a 
consequence of the soldiers' protests, the Gambian army commander resippd, which set a dangernus 
precedent. In addition, according to Mr. Chongan, a vacuum was left since there was no substantive 
commander appointed to replace the retired Gambian commander (Interviewed in London ApriI28, 1999). 
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then acting commander of the amy, Major Maba lobe, and senior officers of The Gambia 

National  enda arme rie." A settlement was negotiated by Major Jobe, because he could 

easily identiS, with the soldien, having served in Liberia himself (West Africa, 8-14 

August, 1994: 1502). As a result of this repeat protest, structural changes were 

impiernented within the army and gendarmerie. in late 1992, the gndamene  was 

amalgamated with the police.'"~is new police force was charged with the task of 

carrying out normal police duties, as well as the panmilitary security duties of the former 

gendarmerie. A segment of this force was also given the task of working as a Tactical 

Support Group (TSG), with the responsibility to patrol the borders, as well as to give 

special support to the rest of the police force in the event of a serious public disorder. 

Thesc were the arrangements which were in place until the day of the coup (Wiseman and 

Vidlcr, 1995: 56). 

Post-Independence Opposition Parties 

A fier Gambia attained independence in 1965, despite its multiparty framewoik, it 

virtually became a de-facto one party state as the ruling PPP did not encounter any 

serious challenge from the opposition parties. Only the UP remained into the 1980s, but it 

represented an insignificant threat. Al1 the old parties became virtually extinct due to the 

I f  
The Gendarmerie was a separate branch of the Sccurity Service responsible for the sccurity of the 

president, However, when it was amalgamated with the police, the a m y  took charge of presidential 
security. 
I I  Accordiny to Chonpn, the amalpmation of the gendarmerie with the police was the biggest mistake of 
the Jawara govemment. "When the Gendarmerie, which was supposed to be the balancing power in 
preventing any coup, was al1 of a sudden amaIgamated with the police..*we became left with an army and 
there was nobody to stop hem." 
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perception by the rural majonty that they reflected urban interests. Moreover, Jawani's 

co-option of the urban elites into his party eroded their support base (Wiseman 199055). 

However, this situation changed in 1975, with the emergence of a new opposition 

party, the National Convention Party (NCP), founded by Shetif Mustapha Dibba, also a 

Mandinka. Dibba had been Jawara's vice president but was demoted in 1973 following a 

scanda1 involving his brother. As a result, according to Hughes, "Dibba came to be seen 

among some Mandinka as a victim of the President Jawara's policy of favoring non- 

Mandinka" (Hughes, 1982: 65). Dibba's party was stained by the propaganda of PPP 

stalwarts, who characterized it as a tribalist party interested in representing only the 

interests of the Mandinka. This was a favorite propaganda ploy for those who saw enough 

of a political threai in Dibba to brand him a tribalist and an oppominist whose political 

ascension would threaten the unity of the state (Hughes. 1983: 66). However, the ability 

of the NCP to win votes in the urban areas of Banjul, mainly dominated by Wolofs, 

suggests that there was more to NCP support than ethnicity (Wiseman, 199050). 

During the post-198 1 coup period, two other new political parties emerged. The 

first was The Gambia People's Party (GPP), formed by Assan Musa Camara, who had 

also been vice-president. He was removed from the vice presidency following the 1982 

election, amidst PPP accusations that he was covertly supporting some of the independent 

opposition candidates. Joining the NCP was not an option as relations with Dibba were 

not cordial. The GPP initially had success in attracting a number of Gambian political 

heavyweights into its ranks, including NO fornier senior PPP cabinet rninisters. Camara 

was believed to have a considerable personal following and, as a Fula, he was the only 
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non-Mandinka party leader. However. lack of fùnds and weak organization proved to be a 

formidable challenge to the new party. It perfomed dismally in the 1987 elections, 

dnwing only thirteen percent of the presidential vote and sixteen percent of the 

parliamentary votes. In fact, it failed to win any seats in the 1987 general election, though 

it did run a close second to the PPP in a number of constituencies (Wiseman, 1990: 59) 

The second new party, established in 1986, was the People's Democratic 

Organization for Independence and Sociaiism (PDOIS), established by Halifa Sallah, 

Sedia Jatta and Samuel Sam. This party was seen to have political credibility in the eyes 

of disgruntled Gambians. It had a distinctive socialist approach and a clear ideological 

message which the other parties did not have. (From an ideological perspective there was 

not a lot of difference among the PPP, NCP and GPP.) However, PDOIS's socialist 

message and the perception that it was too intellectually remote from the masses of the 

population made it unattnctive for many voters (Wiseman, 1990: 59). 

Poli tical Longevi ty 

Having examined Gambian political trends and developments afier independence, 

it would be useful to explain the one-party nature of Gambian democracy prior to the 

1994 coup. The ability of Iawara and his PPP to dominate party politics in the Gambia 

for almost three decades can be attributed to a number of factors: (1) Jawara's nual 

Mandinka background (the largest ethnic group in the Gambia), (2) his style of 

leadership, (3) weak opposition parties, (4) Garnbian culture, and (5) Jawara's standing 

in the international comrnunity. 
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The first factor which enabled Jawara to gain and maintain power was the use of 

tribalism, or the "ethnic card," to generate support from rural Mandinka people. Jawara 

came from the rural Protectorate areas of Gambia and established what Samuel 

Huntington calls a "green uprising" to becorne the leader of post-independent ~ a m b i a . ' ~  

Before the establishment of the PPP, party poliiics was inostly confined to the urban areas 

of The Gambia and headed by Banjul Wolofs. However, in the mid fifties a charitable 

orgmization was founded in Banjul by an unlettered but prosperous Mandinka elder, 

Alhaji Sanjally Bojang. The association was called the Protectorate People's Society and 

was mainly concerned with making fimeral arrangements for Mandinkas who died in the 

city. Jawara, as one of a very few rural Mandinka graduates, was an early member of the 

socicty. This society was subsequently tnnsfonned into a political party, and Jawara 

became its leader. While the resources of the party were limited, the party exploited rural 

discontent to garner support. Jawara's political strategy of espousing a stronger Mandinka 

cause shifted following his Party's victory in the 1962 general elections (Hughes, 1972: 

61-66). The United Party consistently bnnded the PPP as a tribalist party and Jawara 

knew that was dangerous for his party. Moreover, at 40 percent of the population, the 

Mandinka were only a majority when the other four major ethnic groups were divided. 

This was far too srnall a base to secure power. Furthemore, Jawara himself did not feel 

too secure as his position of party leader was not unanimously approved. While he was 

highly educated by Gambian standards, be was o f  a low caste, whenas others in his 

I Y  
Samuel P. Huntington notes that a "bwen uprising" takes place in a colonial or post colonial state when a 

political movement or party basai in the countryside and opposed to urban based political parties aims to 
gain control of govemment. For a fuller discussion of green uprisings, sec Samuel P. Huntington, PoliticaI 



party's hierarchy were less educated but of high caste." Jawara also had to rely on the 

more educated urban Wolofs and Akus to enable him to run an effective and fiinctional 

administration (Hughes, 1972: 66-76). 

However, once Jawara was fully established in power, he downplayed ethnicity 

by shrcwdly maintainhg a balance of ethnic support. Arnold Hughes miide an astute 

observation of this situation when he stated: 

Numbers were not the only consideration--skilled man power was even more 
important and this was the one commodity in short supply among the Mandinka. 
Education and highly skilled positions in public service and the professions were 
a near monopoly of the Aku and urban Wolofs. [While] the original leadership 
group in the PPP had a very modest educationol background ...[ they had] no 
previous experience in government and parliamentary procedures. To 
"Mandinkaize" the bureaucncy ovemight would have been a disaster, leading to 
administrative chaos and the real possibility of large-scale communal stnfe 
(Hughes, 1972: 67). 

Jowan's leadership style is the second major factor contributing to his political 

survival. Analysts of African politics have paid a lot of attention to the roles played by 

individual national leaders and the huge personal influence they generate in national 

politics. Notions such as "personal rule" " and bbpatrimonialism" are advanced to explain 

the source of this influence. In the case of The Gambia, the nature of Jawara's dominance 

of the political system can be charactetized as quasi-patrimonial rule. How does this 

characterization apply to Jawara? He cynically played the role of a shnwd and 

- -- - -  - - 

Order in Chunging Scirlies. New Haven and Con.: Yale University Press, t 968, p433-6 1. 
9 The caste system ail1 means a b m t  deai in The Gambia. A number o f  Mandinka chiefs opposed Jawara's 
leadership of the PPP because of his caste as a cobbler, which is at the lower echelon of Gambian society. 
These people traditionally were not highly rpgarded (Hughes, 1972: 69). 
I I  

See for example R.H. Jackson and C.G. Roscberg, **PemonaI nrlr in Black Afica: Prince, Au!ocmi. 
P w h a  und Tyrant ( Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of  California Press, 1982). 
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calculating politician. Like a godfather, he used his political power and patronage to 

carefully balance the divergent social and economic interests of the various ethnic groups. 

In so doing, these group interests came to regard Jawara and the PPP as their ultimate 

savior in a continent that was politically turbulent. 

Zee y a Yrebo, an observer of West A frican politics, echoed the aforementioned 

sentiment well. Under Jawara's rule he lamented, "Gambia was ruled like a family ranch 

with the Pa (Jawara) as the patriarch. Prodigal sons were always welcomed back once 

they reaiized the errors of their ways" (1995: 19-20). Opposition leaders had a similar 

outlook about Jawara: "ln the Gambia, the parliament does not matter, the political party 

does not matter, the civil service does not matter, the only person who matten is the 

president of the Republic" (Radelet, 1 992: 1093). 

While the maintenance of domestic stabiiity through ethnic compromise and 

bargaining was an important element in the political process, the personality of Jawara 

was also very significant. Personal relationships with the president played a crucial role 

in the rise and decline of the political elites. Most fundamenially, however, Jawara was a 

highly skilled political leader. Pragmatic by nature, he had tremendous ski11 in being able 

to balance various interest groups and designate jobs to the different ethnic groups 

without appearing to favor one particular group over othen (Wiseman. 1990: 60). This 

characteristic of political shrewdness was augmented by his capacity to forgive and forget 

when reconciliation seemed an appropriate course of action. An example of this can be 

demonstrated in his release of prisoners on special occasions such as Ramadan (the 

Muslim holy month of fasting). Sometimes prisoners serving very long prison sentences 
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also had their time reduced. 

The weakness of the political opposition was a third important factor contributing 

to Jawara's and his party's ability to remain in power. Some of this weakness arose fiom 

the close af'fïnity opposition leaders had with Jawara and the PPP. Both Shenf Dibba of 

the NCP and Assan Musa Camara of the GPP had served as Jawara's vice presidents 

before leaving to f o m  their own parties. The NCP and GPP were also weaker parties in 

terrns of resources, funding and intellect compared to the ruling PPP. But mostly they 

were clones of the ruling party in the sense that their leaders had broken with the PPP 

more for penonal differences than principles. The only opposition party with the 

credibility to challenge the pvernment was the PDOIS. However, its ability to make an 

impact on the political process was limited by lack of resources, and an overly intellectual 

w 

message that was hardly understood by an undereducated populace.- 

The PPP's containment of political opposition must also be accounted for by 

positive as well as negative factors. Jawara's policy of political conciliation, which he 

followed from independence, succeeded in winning over much, if not all, potential 

opposition. He succeeded mostly through the use of political patronage to persuade 

opposition elements to defect to the PPP. Moreover, the niling party's need, as a party 

with its roots among the educationally deprived rural populace, to obtain the support of 

the urban elite, created a coalition of interests across a broad range of social and ethnic 

groups (Cook and Hughes, 1997: 104). 

- The Gambia does not have a university, there are still only a few hi& schaols and a teacher training 
colleye. However, a University program that offercd some courses at the undergraduate level was 
inaugurated in 1995. 
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The fourth factor which enabled Jawara to stay in power has to do with Gambian 

culturai attitudes. The lack of an effective means to undermine the PPP can be attributed 

to the cultural attitudes and religious beliefs of most Gambians, which are highly 

entrenched in the villages. Faith in one "icon", President Jawara. remained very strong 

among the older generation, cultivated since independence by "meet the farmers" tours, 

an annual event which brought the president into contact with ordinary Gambians in the 

rural areas. These tours enabled him to keep in touch with grassmots feeling and also 

enabled him to react to problems before they become too serious. To many of these rural 

people, Jûwan was synonymous with the proudest national achievement-the winning of 

independence for the country. 

P. Sutton has hypothesized that, in developing States, the pre-eminence given to 

the political leader where the pany system is not strongly entrenched is exacerbated by 

the "exaggerated personalism"'3 characteristic of the small state. This kind of pre- 

eminence is supplernented by the respect accorded to founding fathers in any state. Most 

Garnbian rural people were proud that "one of thein" had becorne a leader admired and 

respected at home and a b r ~ a d . ~  With a Muslim population of almost 90 percent and a 

large number of heads of rural households having received an Islamic education, the 

impact of religious beliefs should not be underestimated. Islam encouraged a sense of 

acceptance arnong local Gambans that it was Allah's will for Jawara to be in power and 

3 Se+ for example P. Sutton, "Political Aspects'', in C. Clark and T. Payne (eds.), Pulitics, Se!curiiy cutd 
k e h p m e n t  in Small States (London: Unwin Hayman, 1987). 15 
24 

lawara is fmm Bamjally. a small village in McCanhy Island (now Central River) Division. 
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that it was only Allah who could nmove himu. 

The last factor which supported Jawara and the PPP's retention of power was the 

favorable reputation that the Gambian democratic system enjoyed in the wider 

international community. This positive image was reinforced by Jawara's willingness to 

work with international financial institutions such as the IMF and the WorId Bank, 

During the Structural Adjustment Programs of the 1980s, Gambia was declared by the 

IMF as a success story. " The head of state since independence promulgated a high level 

of political tolerance and respect for human rights whicli was widely praised in the 

international arena. This in tum gave him a strong sense of achievement which he did not 

fail to point out at political rallies. Moreover, his conscious assertion of his country's 

lslamic identity brouçht him personal standing in Islamic diplornatic circles, which no 

doubt would have also impressed elderly Muslim Gambians. 

Summary 

This chapter has examined the forces and events that shaped Gambian political 

development between independence and 1994. It explored pre-independence political 

25 
Many Gambians, especially in the rural areas, wetc very supportive o f  Jawara. Their beliefs were based 

on traditional refuctance to challenge authority, reinforced by religion. It was not unusual to hear elderly 
Gambians say " Jawara leadership is God's will and if it i s  g d  enough for Gad it is g d  enough for me." 
26 

In the interview I had with Jawara on April 24, 1999, he told me that: "having k e n  stnick with the 
Sahelian drouyht in the late 1960s and 1970, wc embarked on an economic recovery probgam in 1985 and 
made quite a success o f  it,.. and afler a five year pcriod in 1990, it was succeeded by the program for 
sustainable development ....T owards the end wc had made such a success o f  it that the World Bank held a 
week long seminar in the Gambia and had discussions with the govemment, parliamentarians and civil 
society as a whole. From that seminar emerged the gateway proje&-- in which the World Bank had 
earmarked $20 million as seed moncy for this project. The aim of  the pmject was to take ourre-export trade 
one step further. Instead of actually simply importing, we can receive goods from al1 over the world and re- 
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activities in The Gambia which started with the emergence of elite political parties in 

Gambian urban areas. This phenornenon of urban political dominance changed in the late 

1950s with the creation of the People's Progressive Party (PPP) under the leadership of 

Dawda Jawara. The chapter looked at how the PPP dorninated the political landscape so 

mucli so that Gambia Iiad dmost become a de Facto one party state, as there was no 

formidable opposition to threaten PPP political hegemony. Two major significant 

developments in Gambian politics were examined. The first was the attainment of 

republican statu with the president as the head of state. The second was the 

establishment of the Senegambia Confedention of Gambia and Senegal. 

The last part of this chapter explored the factors which kept Jawara and the 

People's Progressive Party (PPP) in power for nearly three decades The first factor was 

Jawara's exploitation of the "ethnic card". Coming from the rural areas where the 

majority of the Gambian population lived, he was shrewdly able to secure Mandinka 

support. Having securely entrenched his power, he also accommodated the urban Wolofs 

and Akus to enable him to nin his administration. In that regard, his dominance of the 

political system was quasi-patrimonial in nature. It was based on rewards to CO-opt 

potential opponents, reinforced by a willingness to reconcile when doing so appeared to 

be the best course of action. 

The weakness of the opposition also contributed to Jawara's longevity. The 

opposition parties were weakened by their leaders past association with the PPP 

leadership and a lack of effective organizational structures. Another factor which 

- - - -- 

export them to other countries in the region" (Intewiewed in London April24, 1999). 
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enhanced Jawara's lonpvity can be attributed to Garnbian culture. Jawara cultivated a 

positive image with Gambian elders and religious leaders. In the rural areas, elders saw 

him as a syrnbol of pnde (father of the nation and a rural man who had their interests at 

heart). A final factor was his ability to cultivate a positive image in the international 

community, especially as a champion of Iiuman rights. All of these positive aitributes 

made it seern that the systern WBS working and stable, especially to outsiders. 

The big puzzle for observers of Gambian politics is to explain why this apparently 

successful system failed. Despite the existence of elections, despite the leadership ability 

displayed by Jawara, the 1994 coup still took place. This thesis argues that, despite 

appearances of success, the system was in fact hollow. While Jawara's personal 

popularity was strong. his govemrnent was seen by many Garnbian's, especially in the 

urban areas, and within the military, to be dominated by compt ofiicials who 

manipulated the system to their own advantage, leading ta the continued 

underdevelopment of the country. In other words, the Jawara govemment was seen by 

most Gambians to have been contarninated with legitimacy failure. It was this legitimacy 

failure which was the primary reason for the coup and is the subject of our discussion in 

chapter 3. 



CHAPTER 3 

PRIMARY CAUSE OF THE 1994 COUP: LEGITIMACY FAILURE 

The objective of this chapter is to explain the root cause of the Gambian coup d' 

état of July 22. 1994. which toppled the Jawara regime and brought to power the Amed 

Forces Provisional Ruling Council (AFPRC). In chapter 1 the theories of military coups 

were explored. Chapter 2 set up the Gambian problem by showing how its civilian 

democntic system worked: how The Gambia appeared to be stable (at least to outsiders); 

and why the coup was such a surprise. This chapter will argue that legitimacy failure of 

the civilian govemment (the perspective of the extemal school) was the main cause of the 

1994 Gambian coup d'état. To prove this contention, an analysis of the coup will be 

centered on the principal elements that caused the Gambian civilian regime to be weak. 

This chapter will explore the characier and composition of the ruling PPP regime, and 

how, in trying to articulate its various interests, divisions emerged. The chapter will then 

look at how the PPP govemrnent lost its legitimacy by examining the following: (1) the 

clientelistic networks in the niling PPP govemrnent, (2) the corruption scandals that 

swirled around the PPP in the run-up to the coup, (3) the implementation of structural 

adjustment programs, and (4) the role of exogenous shocks in the economic 

performance of the country. Before tuming to the analysis, however, we will look at the 

events of the 1994 Gambian coup itself. 

Events of the 1994 Coup 

The July 1994 Gambian coup came as a complete surprise to Gambians, not 



because The Gambia was necessarily immune to coup attempts, but because Gambians 

had become used to PPP rule. To many Gambians, the coup was a reminder of the 1981 

putsch which failed as a result of Senegalese intervention. This time, however, the coup 

succeeded. Another difference is that, unlike the 1981 coup, which was partly executed 

by civilians and involved Ioss of life, no civilians were invoivad in the 1991 coup and it 

was bloodless. It was planned and executed by junior lieutenants of the Gambia National 

A m y  (GNA) (Saine, 1996: 100). 

The soldiers took only a few hours to capture strategic locations, including the 

army depot, the national airport, the radio station, and the State House (the residence of 

President Jawara). The coup coincided with joint military exercises which were planned 

between Gambian anny officers and US marines who were visiting with the US warship, 

Lo Moiire Corrnty. This coincidence facilitated the coup in that it allowed the coup- 

makers unrestricted access to the armory and to vehicles, both essential to the success of 

their opentions. This was the view of former president Jawara, who put his perspectives 

on the coup as follows: "Having access to adequate transport and access to the armory, 

instead of p i n g  for the naval exercises, they went for the State  ous se.'^^ As the coup 

progressed, many Gambians assumed the military action was part of the joint exercises 

27 
Duriny my April24, 1999, intcrview with ex-President Jawara, hc told me that there were certain 

coincidenccs which facilitated the coup's success, "1 was prepanny to go to once when 1 was warned by 
my security adviser Kebba Ceesay, who was the Director o f  t he National Secutity Service, that there had 
k e n  rumors of  a coup circulatiny about thrce wceb beforc, While he was giving me this briefing my Vice- 
President and Minister o f  Defense amved to tell me that the US Ambassador, Andrew Winter, was waiting 
for me. 1 askd what for? I was not expecting him. He replied well, the coup is already under way, and felt 
that it was better to deal with the situation on the ship." Jawara did not say the US participateû directly in  
the coup, but he did say that certain coincidences were questionable ( inie~kwed in London, April24, 
1 999). 
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(Saine, 1996: 100). The presence of the US vesse1 also played into the hands of the coup 

plotten, because President Jawara, topther with his family, vice-president and several of 

his closest senior political colleagues, were taken on board the ship. This move was 

decided by Jawan's secunty advisea, with the participation of the US Ambassador to 

The Garnbia, Andrew  inter.:' wliile on board the sliip, Jawara unsuccrssfûlly tried to 

convince the soldiers to return to their barracks. When his appeal went unheeded, Jawara 

requested the assistance of the US marines to crush the coup. The US government tumed 

d o m  his request for direct intervention, but allowed the La Moure County to transport 

him and his entourage to safety in Senegal. After failing to convince the Senegaiese to 

support him, the ousted president moved on to the United Kingdom, where he sought 

exile, 

Around dusk on the 22d of July, it was announced on Radio Gambia that the 

country was in the bands of the Armed Forces Provisional Ruling ~ouncil." It was aiso 

revealed that the AFPRC was chaired by an obscure, 28 year old Lieutenant. Yahya 

Jammeh. The council a ~ o u n c e d  the dissolution of the PPP government, the suspension 

of the constitution, the banning of al1 political party activities and the imposition of a 

curfew from dawn to dusk (West AFnca, 1-7 August, 1994: 1346). 

Gambian reaction to the coup varied from cautious support to a wait and see 

3 
In my interview with Sir Dawda on April24. 1999. he told me that leaving the State House and boardiny 

the ship was, in retrospect, a mistake. This sentiment was cchoed by the former Deputy lnspector General 
o f  the Gambian poIice, Ebrima Chongan, who said that Jawara's leaving the State House facilitated the 
coup (Interviewed in London April28, 1999). 
3 

For early accounts o f  the 1994 coup, see Baboucar Gaye, "Ousted Jawara Flees" , West Affica. 1-7 
Aupst 1994; Zaya Ycebo, Strte cf Frcrr in PuradSvi Ttie Militaty Coup in Tlie Gambia and iîs 
/mplicuriunu For Dmwrucy. London; A frics Researc h and lnfonnation Burea y 1995. 
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widespread violence, and the fact if 
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of the 1981 coup attempt, in which there was 

had been avoided this time, may have been the reason 

for caution. In any event there was no major opposition to the new rulers. Gambia's 

religious leaders gave their blessing to the military regime. Sherif Dibba, the leader of 

thc National Convention Party (NCP), the main opposition party, afirmed his support 

and endorsement of the coup. The leader of The Gambia People's Party (GPP), Assan 

Musa Camara, did not officially react to the coup, whereas the People's Democnttic 

Organization for Independence and Socialism (PDOIS) leaders, Halifa Sallah and Sedia 

latta, condemned the coup and urged a quick retum to civilian constitutional rule 

(Wiseman and Vidler, 1995: 6 1-62; Saine, 1996: 1 10). How could the coup succeed so 

swiftly and ersily? We will begin our examination of the causes of the Jawara 

govemment's legitimacy failure by looking at the nature of Gambian democracy. 

The Nature of Cambian Democracy 

Until the 1994 coup, The Gambia was Afnca's oldest multiparty democracy. 

Presidential and Parliamentary elections had been held five times since the attainment of 

independence in 1965 and, for this reason, it was regarded as a mode1 for the nst  of 

Afnca (Radelet, 1992: 1093). However, when one closely examines the results of these 

elections, it soon becomes clear that, despite the outward appearance of a vibrant 

multiparty democracy, The Garnbia could be characterized as having a de-facto single 



Even though Gambia's post-independence politics witnessed a proliferation of 

political parties, the PPP managed to continuously dominate the political landscape. In 

every election since 1965, the PPP never failed to win less than 24 of the 34 contested 

seats. The main reason for the success of the PPP was a strong presidential system that 

heavily füvored the incumbent president and his party. While Gambian opposition 

political parties were able to organize and compete in national elections, it was 

impossible for them to break the PPP's monopoly of power (Radelet, 1992: 1093-1 094) 

The consequence of such dominance of Gambian politics by a single party, the 

PPP. made The Gambia an example of "democratic disempowerment"-- a process in 

which new multipany systems merely allow rotating and competing portions of the niling 

elites to exploit the vast majority of Africa's largely rural areas, which continue to remain 

disempowered from tlieir respective political systems (Schraeder, 1994: 70). Peter 

Schraeder has expounded on this perspective about how ruling elites in Africa, under the 

guise of democracy, have sometimes become a nuisance. He notes "that the successful 

holding of multiparty elections does not ensure that democratic pmctices have become 

institutionalized in countries still marked by democratic fragility" (Schraeder, 1994: 76). 

The Gambian example highlights the caution one must adopt when considering 

the possibilities of regime change via multiparty elections, and the role of niling elites in 

either facilitating or impeding that process. In the Gambian situation, PPP dominance 

JO 
For a detailed discussion of de-facto one Party systems, sec Peter J. Schraeder, "Elites as Facilitators or 

lmpedirnents to Political Development? Somc Lessons from the 'Thini Wave' of  Democratization in 
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and the fact that the other parties were headed by former PPP ministers, who had had a 

falling out with Jawara, made this process of regime change even more dubious. 

However, the process of 'bdemocratic disempowerment" may be inevitable in a small 

state like The Gambia, as a result of the poverty and jack of education of the majority of 

Gambians and the complexities of trying to nin a modem government. 

When analyzing the performance failure in The Gambia we need to look at the 

domestic achievements of its democratic regime. Jimmy D. Kandeh has noted that: "the 

Gambian coup was intemally popular because the Jawara government had become 

complacent and had lost touch with the people" (Kandeh, 1996: 387-389). How did the 

PPP regime lose touch and become complacent? It used its image as a stable, democratic 

govemment. with a good record of respect for human rights, to gain international respect 

and development assistance, while ignoring the economic and social well-being of the 

Gambian people. The rights of the Gambian people to education and health care were 

seriously violated by the govemment. For example, at the time of the coup in 1994, about 

61 per cent of school aged children did not have access to formal education, and there 

was not even a university in the country (The Commonwealth Yearbok, 1999: 120). 

The infant mortality rate was 140 per 1000 live births, while child mortality stood at 292 

per 1000, and as many as 10 women died for every 1000 births. In addition, less than 40 

percent of the population had access to safe drinking water. Moreover, life expectancy 

was as low as 40 years for both men and women, and as much as 75 percent of the 

people lived in absolute poverty (West Afnca, 30 October-5 Novembet, 1995: 1683). 

- -- 

Afica", The Journal of IkwIoping Arees, 29 Ott, 1994, pp. 69-90. 
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The above problems are al1 indication of the continued underdevelopment of the country. 

Despite al1 of these shortcomings, the Gambian people seemed generally tolerant 

of the PPP leadership. The govemment, however, continued to take the people for granted 

and did not put tao much effort into trying to provide the basic socioeconomic and human 

devclopment that the country needed. On the surface, the Gambian political and 

economic set-up seemed like a success story. But in reality, it was hollow and dominated 

by a small elite that monopolized the system to its own advantage. One consequence of 

PPP dominance was that it generated resentment from a majority of Gambians, who felt 

economical l y and poli tically rnarginalized. I t also generated the same resentment within 

the amy,  especially arnong the junior and non-commissioned officers." This combination 

of political and social maqinalization formed the backdrop to the decision by elements of 

Gambia's poorly paid junior ofticers to seize power (Kandeh, 1996: 391). It also led to 

interna1 factionalism and division within the PPP. 

Divisions Within the PPP 

Since 1992, when President Jawara had to be persuaded to seek re-election for 

another term, the PPP could be said to have been struggling with a leadership problem. 

Before the 1992 election, President Jawara had expressed his desire to retire fiom 

politics and not seek re-election. It was only aAer strong protest fiom bis party and the 

31 For details on how political and social marginalization of the military in the Gambia led to the coup, sce 
Jimmy Kandch, " What does the 'Militariat' Do When it Rules? Military Regïmes: The Gambia, Sicrra 
Leone and Liberia", Rmim uf Africu Polirical Economy, 69 (1 9%). Kandeh notes that the 1994 Gambian 
coup was internally popular not only because it replaced a floundering trgmc, but also on account of the 
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Banjul elites that he agreed to stand for one last time. ARer w i ~ i n g  the election, 

President Jawara reshuffled his Cabinet, demoting his former Vice-President, Bakary 

Dabo, and promoting the former Finance Minister, Saihou Sabally, to the pst .  The 

appointment of Sabally did not go down well with the majority of Gambians because 

Jawara was seen to be paving the way to the Presidency for Sabally, who was perceived 

to be dishonest (West Afnca, 1 -7 Au p s t  1994: 1347). n i e  appointment of Sabally also 

divided the ruling PPP into factions--those in the camp of Bakary Dabo, who was 

pnenlly considered by Gambians to be honest, and those in the camp of Sabally, who 

was commonly believed to be only interested in personal self aggrandizement (Saine, 

1996: 100). This PPP factionalism and division also began the process of de-legitimizing 

the regime. The factors involved in this process are detailed in the rest of this chapter. 

Patrimonialism 

Politicai analysts have highlighted the prevalence of neopatrimonial regimes 

throughout sub-Saharan Africa, so called because they reflect the outward features of 

institutionalized administrative states while operating essentially along patrimonial lines 

(Lewis, 1996: 99). According to Peter M. Lewis, 

Although neopatrimonial rule is moted in historical patterns of authority and 
social solidarity, it emerged in the pst-independence era as Afncan leaders 
consolidated their fledgling regimes through an anay of personal linkages and 
patron-client networks. Beneath the veneer of forma1 bureaucracy, legal 
procedure, and constitutional order inhented fiom the colonial state, 
neopatnrnonial states have been organized by kinship, faction, and clientage. 
Power in such regimes is concentrated and personalized, entailing discretionary 

populist posturiny of the youthful leaders (Kandeh, 1996: 387). 



control over broad realms of public life. The personal prerogatives of the d e r  
typically eclipse the authority of iaws and organizations, fostering a weak and 
unstable institutional arena (Lewis, 1996:99). 

Taking up Lewis's characterization of neopatrimonialism, it can be said that PPP 

hegemony for over 29 years had resulted in a neopatrimonial regime accessible only 

through the party and top echelons of the ruling elite. Jimmy Kandeh made an explicit 

observation of the situation when he noted that "Garnbia seemed the quintessence of 

domestic tranquillity and political stability in Afnca ... this stability however, masked a 

compt political system mired in patronage, cronyism and nepotism" (Kandeh, 1996: 

39 1 ). 

In the Gambian case, political and social elites used democracy, respect for human 

rights, and stability in the country as a cover for their exploitation of the patron-client 

networks. Loyalty to the PPP or to President Jawara was generously rewarded by access 

to the state's meager resources. Members of the PPP dite became the primary 

beneficiaries of the state in both the public and private sectors. Nepotism and favoritism 

were common practices in The Gambiû. The elite did not hesitate to use persona1 

connections with functionaries in the governent bureaucracy to gain undeserved favors, 

such as untendered contract awards, employment and the awarding of undeserved 

scholarships to their famiiy members (Yeebo,1995:23). Prominent PPP ministers, senior 

civil servants, and major figwes in the Gambian business community were engaged in 

orchestrating this behavior. As John Wiseman noted, included in the modes used for 

personal e ~ c h m e n t  were: 

1. non-payment of taxes and duties by members of the regime and theù 



associates over long penods and involving large sums; 
non-repayment of government loans; 
serious irregularities over the allocation of valuable plots of land in the 
greater Banjul area, including multiple allocations to important individuals 
and their families and a selective failure to enforce regulations on land use; 
government employees working for party members in a persona1 capacity; 
serious overpayment of travel expenses for government members on overseas 
trips; 
the widespread existence of "ghost workers" and "ghost pensioners;''" and 
straight fonvard theft (Wiseman, 1996: 39 1). 

Agbese has observed that the stniggles for access to the state by various factions 

and interest groups can have serious ramifications for the economy of the state. These 

stniggles, he argues, "assume life and death dimensions" in that they engender class 

clcavages, whicli impede the development process of the state. They also create 

"primordial identities" in which "ethnicity, religion and region of birth al1 become 

mobilization tools" for the advancement of political objectives (Agbese, 1990: 28). The 

consequence is that factions pay more attention to the advancement of their own interests 

than to the interests of the state. Within the aforementioned context, also, the ordinery 

people do not have a stake in the politics of the dominant class. These problems provide 

the basis or rationale for the military to iniervene. As a majority of the people are already 

alienated from politics, the military does not face much opposition wben it overthrows 

elected govemments. In fact, its intervention may be initially welcomed by the majority 

32 
John Wiseman (p.93 1 1 noted that the payment of "ghost workers" and "ghost pensioners" was a modus 

rqwrundi o f  the bureaucratic machinery in the Garnbia. Many senior civil servants in the govemment used 
this dubiaus act to transfer large sums o f  moncy to themselves by pntending to make officiai paymcnts of 
wages and pensions to people who did not exist or who had previously died. The Commission o f  lnquiry 
established in October 1995 to look into the activities o f  offscials in the PPP regime produceci evidence 
which suggested that senior Gambian civil servants received large sums of money through ''ghost payments 
ta pensioners" white junior civil servants received a smaller amount. 
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of the population (Agbese, 1990: 28). 

In The Gambia both patrimonialism and clientelism were evident in the modus 

operandi of the PPP regime. Iawara presided over power and resources, which he 

distnbuted to favorites and potential adversaries. While this rnethod provided a resilient 

mechanism for stability in the country, it created a weak vesse1 for econumic growth 

(Yeebo, 1995: 20). The resultant impact was the alienation of a majority of the Gambian 

people, which gave disaffected elements witliin the Gambian army offker corps the 

opportunity to intervene. 

Corruption 

Apart from the neopatrimonial nature of the PPP regime, the Jawara 

govemment's reputation among Gambians was further damaged by continuing 

allegations of comption by Cabinet Ministers and civil servants in the govemment. The 

most publicized allegation was that against Vice- President Sabally, when he was 

Minister of Agriculture. This promotion was given afier Sabally lost a libel suit which he 

brought against Sana Manneh, the editor of the newspaper, The Torch, who had accused 

him of corruption. The judge who presided over the case acquitted the editor of al1 the 

charges on the grounds that the plaintir had not shown himself innocent of corruption. 

Arnidst the acquittais of the editor, and Sabally's subsequent promotion, many Gambians 

began to think that Jawara was grmming a notonously compt man for the pcesidency 

(Wiseman and Vidler, 1995: 57-58). 

Another famous scanda1 involved senior managers at The Gambia Cwperative 



Union, who were put on indefinite leave as a consequence. However, rather than 

rendering swift justice against the alleged perpetrators, to restore confidence and 

minimize resentment, President Jawara ordered an audit of the Union, When the final 

report was released, rather than fire the discredited officiais, the President chose to set up 

a commission of inquiry to study the report, interview people comected with it and mûke 

recommendations." This lack of action was not welcorned by many Gambians, who 

thought that the findings of the audit should have been enough for the President to have 

taken action against the named ofticials. In fact, even police investigations which had 

begun were suspended (West Afrka, 1-7 August 1994: 1347). Condemnation by religious 

leaders in civil society, both Christian and Muslim, highlighted the problematic nature of 

the corruption situation within the Gambian govemment" 

Revealing evidence of the level of corruption in the PPP govemment and the 

financial activities of the regime also surfaced dunng the restnicturing of The Gambia 

Ex- Presidcnt Jawan dcfcndcd his decision to sct up a commission o f  inquiry on the grounds that he felt i t  
was the right thing to do. He said: "in every govcmment, corruption springs up from timc to timc. In our 
case, thcrc was allcgcd misappropriation of funds within the Gambia Cooperativc Union, and we had 
acceptcd a judicial inquiry. A report was submittcd to us a fcw weeks bcfore the coup and when the junta 
took over, they simply implemented what was in that report". Jawara felt that the cnticism against him with 
regards to not punishing compt offTcials was unfair. He said: "if we arc goiny by the nile of law, it is not 
the prcsidcnt who hcars al1 sorts of things and goes and catches this man, throws him in ja i l  or ôeats him up, 
because it is cornplex. If i t  is a straiyht forward thing, you can hand them over to the police, to be dealt with 
according to the law. But if pcoplc tend to think if anybody is accused o f  corruption, the pmident or 
whoever is the head of govcrnment actually pounces on him and punishes him, that would be a dictatorship. 
that is not the rule of law. h is not human riyhts eithcr" (London, Enyland April24, 1999). 
U 

The Point newspaper (Banjul) 8 November, 1993, reported on a sermon delivered by the Imam o f  Dippa 
Kunda Central Mosque, condemning what he characterized as the "big thieves of the nation" who stcal 
"millions of  public money". A similar sentiment was echoed by Bishop Joseph Cleary, the Roman Catbolic 
Bishop of the Gambia. The Duily Ohwwer newspaper (Banjul) 8 December, 1993, reportcd on a speech in 
which the Bishop condemned bnbery, corruption, and "the appalliny lack o f  accountability for sizable fun& 
intended for human development". He pointed out that white financial scanda1 " is becoming very prevalcnt 
in this country at al1 Ievels o f  sockty .... The big fish are getting away and the small f i y  are being caughtn 
(Wiseman and Vidler, 1995: 64-65), 
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Commercial and Development Bank (Saine, 1996: 100). The bank was established by an 

Act of Parliament (The GCDB Act No. 13, 1972) "to assist in the economic development 

of the Gambia ... by promot ing trade. industry, agriculture, fisheries, mining and tourism in 

the country" (Yeebo, 1995: 26). However, the bank failed, in large measure, in the 

implementation of these specific tasks. It had become a bank for PPP st; i l~vat~ and elites, 

who benefited frorn massive lonns which they were either unwilling or unable to pay back 

(Yeebo, 1995: 26). At the behest of the IMF and World Bank, as part of the structural 

adjustment programs, The Gambia Commercial and Development Bank was privatized. 

The govemment conceded that a considerable amount of public hnds had been loaned to 

the Bank's customers, some of whom had defaulted in their payments (Yeebo. 1995: 26- 

77: West Africa. 1 -7 August 194: 1 347). 

It was against this background that the Assets Management and Recovery 

Corporation (AMRC) was established to try and recover the loans. Most of the loans had 

been given to top nnking supporters of the PPP. The two most notable beneficiaries of 

these loans were Saihou Ceesay, who owed Gambian Dalasi 100 million (equivalent ta 

USSI0 million), and O.B. Conateh, who owed D24 million (USS2.4 million). Although 

the establishment of the AMRC was a positive development, its efforts to recover loans 

were not very successful (West Africa, 1-7 August 1994: 1 347). 

The pervasiveness of corruption had undermined the Jawara regime to such an 

extent that it faced what Chris Allen has characterized as a "crisis of legitimacy" 

(Kandeh, 1996: 391). This legitimacy failure is confinned by the fact that Lieutenant 

Jammeh made combating corruption the primary goal of his new government and 
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established a commission of inquiry to probe the assets and activities of his predecessor. 

He characterized the AFPRC coup as a necessary sacrifice "to respond to the early 

wamings of a potential political turbulence emanating from social injustice and human 

rights violations inflicted upon the majority of Gambians for 30 years by the ousted 

govemment of the PPP undcr the lcadcrship of Alhaji Sir Dawda Kairaba Jawara". He 

continued, "these malpractices were exacerbated by crime, dnig traficking and rampant 

corruption." 

He promised remedial measures which would ensure "cornpliance with the 

principles of accountability, transparency and probity" (West Affica, 13-1 9 February, 

1995: 2 1 8). Apan from the corruption controversy, the implementation of a policy of 

structural adjustment did also lead to a de-legitimization of the Jawara regime. 

The Legacy of Structural Adjustment 

As chapter 1 points out, poor economic pefiormance is a key component of 

legitimacy failure, oRen used by the extemal school to explain coups. Eric Nordlinger bas 

argued that the failures of civilian govemments to promote economic growth can lead to 

military intervention (Nordlinger, 1977: 85-91) In an article entitled "Expiaining Aman 

Military Coups D'état, 1960-1982" Thomas H. Johnson et al. echoed this sentiment 

when they observed that there is a relationship between economic performance and 

military intervention in Afnca. In developing this argument they studied coups in 

different countries in Afnca and concluded that: 

Economic trends and patterns are seen as affecting political behavior such as 
coups d'état. All Sub-Saharan Afncan states are economicaily underdeveloped, 



and therefore al1 Afiican govemments claim that econornic development is one of 
the major objectives against which their performance in office cm be assessed, 
both locally and internationally. One does not have to be a vulgar Mamist to 
recognize that a stagnating economy in conjunction with rising unemployment 
and underdevelopment, recurrent balance of payments crises, and flagrant 
corruption create an environment in which military coups become highly probable 
events (Johnson et al. 1984: 633). 

In the mid-1980s. a number of Afncan economies, including The Gambia's, were 

in crisis owing to intemal economic decline. The economic decline of these African states 

was partly due to the world recession, droughts in the West African sub-region, and 

detenonting terms of trade (Radelet, 1992: 1087). In addition, the economic decline was 

heightened by bloated bureaucraties that were compt, inefficient, and increasingly 

incapable of responding to the basic needs of their populations (Schraeder, 1994:75). It 

was due to the continued decline in the economies of these Afncan states that structural 

adjustment programs (SAPs) were instituted by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

and the World Bank. These programs were aimed at getting the economies back on their 

feet, as it was becoming difficult for the Afncan states to meet the day to day needs of 

their respective populations." 

Although the absence of sufficient data prevents a detailed analysis of the 

economic impact of structural adjustment on The Gambia, one can provisionally argue 

that the policies of reform instituted by the IMF did very little to alleviate The Gambia's 

economic situation, at least in the short tem. The Garnbian economy had encouniered 

serious troubles in the mid-1980s. This misfortune was caused by the Sahelian drought 

- -- 

35 
Sn for example Richad Sandbmok, " The Politics of Afiica's Economic Recovery" (Cambridge: 



which stcuck the West Africa sub-region, the world recession, and a decline in the pnce 

of groundnuts, Gambia's main traditional expon (Parfit, 1995: 63). The above problems 

were compounded by an expansion of public and government expendinires which led to 

fiscal deficit, inflation, and overvaluation of the currency. Parfit notes that: 

The latter problem boosted dcmand for irnports, while rendering exports even less 
competitive, leading to a balance of payments deficit and the growth of extemal 
indebtedness. These economic problems resulted in a major crisis that matured in 
1989 86. Gross official reserves fell to the equivalent of Iess than one week of 
imports, external indebtedness rose to 1 13 per cent of GDP, and external payment 
arrears peaked at SDR 88.2 million, nearly one and a half tirnes export eamings in 
19851 96 (Parfit, l995:63). 

ln response to these problems, the IMF was called to The Gambia in 1985 to help 

put in place a stabilization program known as the Econornic Recovery Program (ERP). 

The principal objectives of the ERP were: (1) to reduce state control and participation in 

the economic life of the country by selling or transferring control of a number of state 

industries to private enterprise and (2) to create a climate favorable for productive 

investment through the elimination of exchange-rate and price distortions and the 

provision of selective incentives (Cook and Hughes, l997:98). To realize these goals, the 

govemment had to put in place a broad and comprehensive set of nfoms affecting 

virtually every area of the Gambian economy. The government retrenched the civil 

service, reducing the number of employees fiom 16, 332 to 13, 257. This action was 

compounded by freezing public sector salaries and floating the Gambian national 

currency, leading to its depreciation by 120 per cent over six months (Radelet, 

- - 

Cam bridge University Press 1 993). 
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1992: 1088). 

The Economic Recovery Program (ERP) did not have the support of PPP 

politicians, but they lacked any credible alternatives. Additionally, the conditions put 

fonvard by international financial institutions meant that the govemment would either 

have ta adopt the rccovwy program or risk being dcnicd loans. As Steven Radelet put it: 

'The Gambia Chamber of Commerce, the commercial banks, the Central Bank, many 

panstatals, civil servants, and most of the cabinet were al1 against major refoms. There 

were no major interest groups or govemment sectors that supported the ERP" (Radelet, 

1992: 1094). 

The above problems notwithstanding, devaluation of the cunency did have a 

positive impact on the tourism sector. It made The Gambia a highly cornpetitive tourist 

destination. In addition, the country's foreign exchange earnings increased impressively. 

The number employed in the tourist sector, either directly or indirectly, doubled between 

1985 and 1990. to an estimated 10,000 people. In addition, demand for labour in 

horticulture, fisheries and the re-export trade also rose (Cook and Hughes, 1997: 99). 

These positive achievements notwithstanding, the ERP had a number of negative impacts 

which contributed to the regime's legitimacy failure. The urban Garnbian population 

(especially unskilled and casual workers) was hit hard by the retrenchment in the civil 

service and the increased price of basic commoâities due to the adjustment transition. 

Adjustrnent also failed to increase living standards for the majority of the rural poor. The 

govemment, in the wake o f  adjustment, relegated their welfare to non- govemental 

organizations who could not do much to alleviate their suffering. Most rural faM1ies 
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continued to rely on the Gambian informal sector system of mutual support known as the 

"F connection" (family, fnends), supplemented by remittances from urban based 

Garnbians and those living abroad (Cook and Hughes, 1997: 99). 

David Cook and Arnold Hughes, in an article entitled; The Politics ofEconomic 

Recovet y: The Gclird id S E~perier~ce of Sinrcict r d  A d j u s l m ~ t ,  1985-94, offer a very 

insightful analysis of the pitfalls of structural adjustment. They argue that while the 

implementation of structural adjustrnent did help rescue The Gambia from the bnnk of 

economic collapse, it also exposed the limits of structural adjustment in a small state like 

The Gambia, which had low administrative capacity and low economic viability (Cook 

and Hughes, 1997: 93) 

The Gambia's implementation of the structural adjustment programs had some 

unintended effects, which, in the long tenn, contributed to the 1994 coup. As Gerald 

Scott has noted, the objectives of IMF programs in Afica were to streamline bloated 

bureaucnc ies, strengthen institutional capacity, encourage the participation of the private 

sector in the national economy and promote macroeconomic stability (Scott, 1998: 

268). Al1 of these objectives remove the opportunities for corruption and cronyism, 

thereby marginalizing and excluding the urban elites by restricting their avenues for 

wealth accumulation. In the case of The Garnbia, an additional unintended effect of the 

implementation of SAP refom prognuns unfolded in the urban areas of Banjul and its 

environs. As a result of devaluation and retrenchment of the civil servke, a large number 

of unskilled workers and urban youths lost their jobs, causing them to feel excluded and 

marginalized h m  the economic, social and political set up. This crisis of urban youth 
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and elite marginalization, combined with a few publicized cases of comption in 1993, 

helped lead to the eventual coup of 1994. 

Adopting the painful process of SAP reforms meant that the govemment could 

not do much in terrns of socioeconomic development, which in any case had been lacking 

since indcpcndencc. As Zaya Yeebo has pointcd out, after almost 30 yean of PPP 

govemment rule, the Gambian infrastructural system was in ver-  bad shape. The only 

two hospitals in the country, which dated from the British colonial era, were in crisis. In 

addition, there were only a few high schools in the country and they could only 

accommodate a small minority of school children. Also, there was complete 

underdevclopmcnt of the rural areas (Yeebo, 1995: 1-3). Yeebo's observation is shared 

by Trevor Partit, who lias pointed out that SAP programs in The Gambia affected the PPP 

govemment's efforts towards national development. Even though the Gambian 

pvernment made road dcveloprnent a priority, it succeeded in only nominal expansion 

and upynding of a few roads in Banjul and its environs. However, the government's 

effort in this endeavor was constnined by a lack of proper road equipment, as well as the 

absence of skilled labor for the construction and maintenance of roads (Parfit, 1995:65). 

The shortcomings of national socioeconomic development, combined with urban 

elite and youth marginalization, contributed to the 1994 coup. As scholars have noted, 

urban elites in developing countries tend to have diverse economic interests. In most 

African countries the urban population is usually more politically powerfùl and its views 

have been the barorneter used to measure or assess the political climate (Scott, 1998: 

269). The 1994 Gambian coup succeeded in part because the urban elites were an 
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important source of support for t k  PPP, and their support was contingent upon what they 

could gain. When the structural adjustrnent adjustment programs reduced the 

opportunities for grafi and personal enrichment, they were no longer prepared to 

continue supporting the regime. This fall-off in elite support reinforced the military's 

decision to stagc a coup, bccausc they would have hown that as long as the Gambian 

elite's economic interests were safeguarded there would be little opposition. This 

supposition is consistent with the theory, mentioned in chapter 1, that a govemment's 

poor economic performance can engender rnilitary interference. As Nordlinger pointed 

out. economic performance in developing countries genenlly affects the middle class, 

and in most drveloping countnes the rnilitary has connections with the middle class 

(Nordlinger. 1 977: 88-89). 

Why then was the PPP able to maintain its hold on power in the elections of 1992, 

despite the ERP? The majority of Gambians live in the rural areas and are virtually 

untouched by modemity. Most of them are subsistence famers, who have limited 

participation in the modem economy, and limited access to the basic social services that 

the govemment was providing. However, because the PPP had its roots in the rural areas, 

it continued to generate support from nird fanners. As chapter 2 has obsewed, 

approximately 75 per cent of the Gambian population living in the rural areas, mainly 

Mandinka and Fula farmen, and they formed the backbone of the PPP constituency. The 

country's small size and the accessibility of rural villages also contributes to the rural 

power base. Refoms wbich tended to hurt mainly the urban dwellers-the floating of the 

dalasi and increases in bank interest rates, petroleum prices. utility rates and transport 
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fares-did Little to erode the party's historic base of rural electoral support (Radelet, 1992: 

10%). This shified in the early 1990s when a series of exogenous shocks began to deeply 

affect the rural majority. 

Exogenous Shocks 

The Gambia's structural adjustment reform program began to falter in the early 

1990s. This was caused by four exogenous shocks. The first occurred in August 1993, in 

what came to be known as the "CFA crisis", when 14 members of the Communauté 

Financiere Africaine (CFA) bnnned the repurchase of CFA-franc notes outside member 

countnes. The action was designed to curb the smuggling of notes by traders of the 

overvalued currency into non-CFA countnes (The Economist, September 11 ,  1993: 79). 

This move had a severe repercussion on the Gambian econorny, because the CFA franc 

was, at the tirne, a popularly employed trading cunency in The Gambia. In addition, most 

Gambian farmers sold their groundnut produce in Senegal, because of its stronger 

currency, and when the CFA was devalued, this action curtailed a valuable source of 

income for most of these famiers. This shock created some measure of discontent among 

rural voters, but not to the extent that it undermined PPP support. 

However, the farmers' hstrations were wonened by Senegal's decision, in 1993, 

to close its borders to al1 transit trade. The Gambia's existence has long created 

economic difficulties for Senegal. The Garnbia effectively divides Senegal into two 

regions, making it inconvenient and costly to transport goods from the north to the south. 

The two sections of Senegal differ ethnically, economically and politically, and a 
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secessionist conflict has emerged in the south (Radelet, 1992: 1094). Senegal's 

justification for the border restriction was that Gambia's largely unreguiated re-export 

trade was haming its volatile economy. Senegai's anger over the collapse of the 

Senegambia Confederation, which it blarned on Gambian unwillingness for a quicker 

economic and poiitical integration, was aiso an important factor in the '~rade war" (West 

Africa, 29 h g . -  4 Sept. 1994: 1503). The trade cisis reduced the amount of imports 

destined for re-exportation from The Gambia by half. Government revenue, which was 

mostly derived from custom duties, was also reduced by 20 percent, The Gambia's 

projected growth in GDP for 1993194 was also revised downwards to zero (Cook and 

Hughes. 1997: 1 1 1 ). 

The Gambia's re-export trade was dealt another serious blow on January I 1, 1994, 

whcn member countries of the CFA devalued their common currency by 50 percent. The 

devaluation was broudit about by France's decision not to bridge the budget deficits of 

CFA member countries or service their debts unless they instituted the stem economic 

reform programs of the [MF (The Economist, Jan 15 1994: 45). Because a large part of 

The Gambia's comparative advantage in trade, since the mid 1980s. had been due to an 

overvalued CFA franc, which increased the profitability of exporting to Senegal and 

neighboring countries, the devaluation of the CFA franc hurt the Gambian economy 

substantially (Cook and Hughes, 1997: 1 1 1 -1 1 2). 

A final exogenous factor which undermined efforts at consolidating nfonn, and 

therefore weakened the govemment's legitimacy, was the high level of refugees amving 

in the country. In the late 1980s to early 1990s, with civil wars in Liberia and Sierra 
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Leone, The Gambia was a haven of stability in a turbulent sub-region. This led to a sharp 

increase in immigration levels into the country. A 1993 census reported a 11 3 per cent 

increase between 1983 and 1993 in the number of non-Gambians living in the country. 

This was a sharp increase compared to the 17 percent increase between 1973 and 1983 

(Cook and Hughes, 1997: 112). Additionally, a continued secessionist war in the 

Casamance region of southem Senepl exacerbated the situation. A 1993 estimate put the 

number of Casamance refugees on Garnbian soi1 at 10,000 and continuing to increase.' 

This large inflow of refugees no doubt enpndered a big strain on The Gambia's weak 

economy. Areas most likely to have been affected were health, education and the level of 

unemployment, all of which had a potential for social unrest. 

Summary 

This chapter has argued that the primary cause of the Gambian coup was the 

legitimacy failure of the PPP regime. In making this argument, PPP programs were 

examined from an economic and political perspective. The legitirnacy failure was 

exacerbated by the fact that. on the surface, the Gambian economic and political system 

seemed Iike a success story. In reality, however, the country was dominated by a small 

elite, which rnonopolized the system to its advantage at the expense of continued 

underdevelopment. The average Garnbian had seen few benefits from nearly thirty years 

of PPP rule. Therefore, the legitimacy of the system collapsed because of clientelisrn, 

36 
The region of Casamance has been waging a secessionist war in Scnegal since 1983. This southem region 

of SenegaI is predominantly inhabited by the Jola tribe, who have accused Senegalese authorities of neglect. 
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corruption and economic failure. 

The most devastating blows to the PPP regirne were probably the corruption 

scandais, especially the one at The Gambia Cooperative Union. The widespread coverage 

generated by this scanda1 increased public awareness and resentment of the PPP 

govement. In addition, efforts by the AMRC to recover loans given by the defunct 

Gambia Commercial and Development Bank to prominent PPP supporters were bogged 

down in difficulties (Saine. 1996 100). Al1 of the above problems enabled the AFPRC 

junta to seize on corruption as a justification for the coup. 

At the time of the coup, govemment malfeasance was seen to be endemic and 

condemning it was a means of delegitimizing the PPP regime, especially in the context of 

the severe economic difficulties which The Gambia had to endure as a result of the 

stnictunl adjustmcnt programs which had been in place since the mid-1980s. In 

particular, the effects of a devalued CFA fnnc, and Senegal's restriction of Gambia's re- 

export tnde, both served to undermine the legitimacy of President Jawara's regime and 

served as an important justification for the coup (Saine, 1996: 10 1 ). 

Ultimatel y, then, the PPP 's legitimacy failure supports the extemal theory 

on coups. which asserts that civilian regimes stand more firmly when they are broadly 

supported by the populace and are seen to be legiiirnate. When widespread support is 

entrenched the likelihood of rnilitary intervention is greatly diminished. On the other 

hand, if the broader political environment in which the civilian regime operates is weak, 

then a coup occurs. This is consistent with Huntington's perspective that "the most 

important causes of military intervention in politics are not military but political, and 
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reflect, not the social and organizational chnracteristics of the military establishment, but 

the poiitical and institutional structure of society". In The Gambia case, this legitimacy 

failure formed the background to the seinire of power by its junior military officers. 

However, factors interna1 to the Gambian National A m y  (primarily a feeling of 

deprivation by ille junior offiçers) cannoi be ignored and these will bc the focus of 

analysis in chapter 4. 



CHAPTER 4 

SECONDARY REASONS FOR THE COUP: 
FEELINGS OF DEPRIVATION AND REGIONAL TURBULENCE 

The previous chapter focused on the shortcomings of the PPP regime that led to a 

legitimacy failure and how this, in mm, facilitated the 1994 Garnbian coup. The PPP's 

failure to deal with economic and social problems was not taken lightly by junior 

officers in the Gambian army because it happened at a time when they had personal 

grievances against the govemment. The most obvious one was the general feeling of 

deprivation among junior army officers. In addition, one other stimulus of the 1994 

Gambian coup, which neither the extemal nor the intemal theories on coups touch upon, 

was regional relations. This chapter will focus on how the feeling of deprivation among 

the Gambian army officers was a factor in their decision to stage a coup. It will do so by 

first exploring the Armed Forces Provisional Ruling Council's justification for the coup. 

Second it will look at the nature and lifestyle of the AFPRC regime. Finally, it will look 

ai how turbulence in the West African sub-region and the Jawara govemment's poor 

relations with the government of Senegal emboldened the soldiers to perpetrate a coup. 

The Military's Justification 

Military coups can be dificult and complicated to explain, not only because of the 

confusion and secrecy that accompanies the events, but also because of the efforts of 

participants to justify their actions after the fact as part of the process of g a m e ~ g  

legitimacy. The latter is definitely the case in the Gambian coup of 1994. In the aftennath 

of the coup, Lieutenant Jarnmeh embarked upon a public relations campaign to msmre 



both Gambians and the international community that the AFPRC regime deserved their 

support and should not be shunned. Most of his justifications were similar to the standard 

reasons given by military officers when they seek to achieve international acceptance. 

Iamrneh presented the junta's actions as necessary to safeguard his country fiom 

despoliation by the PPP govemment, which he accused of "rampant outrageous 

corruption" as well as "random plundering of the country's assets to benefit a few 

people" (Wiseman, 1 996: 9 19). 

Jamrneh promised to resolve the country's problems by creating a political system 

that would permit "û. new era of freedom, progress, democracy and accountability." In 

the early days following the coup, Jammeh also adopted a conciliatory stance towards the 

ousted president. saying: 

We al1 know that we owe it to him that the name of the Gambia has reached the 
international level and we respect him. But the people who were behind him 
misled him, were compt, did whatever they wanted to do because he was too 
lenient. We have no intention of harming him.. .we want to treat hirn as an elderly 
man. He is free to come to the country as a Gambian citizen and we can provide 
for his security if he needs it, and from time to time we would need to consult hirn 
for advice. We have nothing against hirn, but the people behind him were doing 
whatever they wanted, uncontrolled (West Afnca, 1-7 August 1994: 1348). 

Jammeh even assured members of the former president's govemrnent that his cnticism 

did not apply to everyone: 

We are not painting every member of the PPP as bad or comipt. Whoever is clean 
is welcome to be part of the govemment because we want advice. We want people 
who have contributed positively to the development of the country under 
constraints, we want hem in the new govenunent. We are not sidelining anyone 
who is clean. We are not out to wipe out the entire PPP. There are some good 
guys in the PPP. They are free to corne fonvard and we will sit together and work 
in the interest of the country (West Anica, 1-7 Aupst 1994: 1 348). 

Consistent with his coments about the mixed qualities of the ousted PPP 



govemment, Jammeh appointed two former PPP cabinet ministers to his govemment. 

Bakary Dabo was made Minister of Finance and Fafa Mbye was appointed Attorney 

Generai and Minister of Justice. These accommodations were very bnef and accompanied 

by rnuch harsher condemnation of the ousted regime. Dabo was sacked in October of 

1994 and fled to England shortly afler." In Match of 1995, Fafa Mbye was also kicked 

out of the government and, shortly a Rer, arrested and charged with corruption. 

Feelings of  Deprivation 

The AFPRC's justification of the 1994 coup was to rescue The Gambia from the 

avarice and inordinate ambition of some memben in the PPP govemment. However, 

experience in other African countries suggests thai one should be wary of these 

arguments. In fact, in the case of the AFPRC, when we look at their real motivations we 

realize that tlieir intentions were not too noble. This will be hrther elaborated on in the 

course of this chapter. As Jimmy Kandeh argues, when it cornes to military coups in 

Afnca, several intra-military factors need to be taken into consideration. According to 

Jimmy Kandeh: 

Cleavages among soldien-both hierarchical (between senior and junior oficers) 
and vertical (between offices and nonsfficen)-are embedded in the stnichiral 
division of labour between management (officers) and worken (militariat).This 
division, especially the differential access to public cesources it fumishes, is ofien 
implicated in coups led by elements of the militariat (Kandeh, 1996: 388)." 

37 
Dabo was accused o f  involvement in ti November 1994 failed coup attempt apinst Jamrneh- As many as 

20 soldiers werc alleyd to have died in that coup attempt; Jammeh used i t  to wipe out most of his fellow 
officers whom he perceived as a threat to his reibw (Wiseman, 1996 :922). 
38 

According to Jimmy Kandeh, 'the tem Militariat refers to the lower nings o f  the military hierarchy, 
from the rank of lieutenant dom to that o f  private, although it is not uncornmon for the political leadership 
of this substratum to include captains and other junior officem. While the militariat's location in the class 
structure is as part of the workiny class, it is differentiateâ from other subordinate sîrata by its access to, and 
operation of, the menns of destruction in society. As a constitutive elcment o f  the repressive apparatuscs of 



in the case of The Gambia, the fact that junior officers within the army grabbed 

power highlights the degree of disaffection within what Kandeh calls the 'militariat'. 

When the Gambian amy was formed in the 1980s, most of the senior officers within the 

army were Senegalese. While the denationalization of the senior officer corps negated the 

possibility of a coup led by senior offcen, it also contributcd to a feeling of rescntment 

by junior Gambian army oficers, who regarded the fareign commanders as a major 

impediment to their careers. It also showed a lack of trust in the army by the civilian 

govemment and this grated on the Gambian officer corps." The success of the 1994 

Gambian coup can be attributed. in part. to the lack of strong resistance by loyal army 

of'fïcers. 

While there was considerable resentment against Senegalese offices commanding 

the Gambian amy, their presence was witliin the framework of the Senegambia 

confederation. In addition, the Gambian army was small and there was a sizable nurnber 

of Senegalese troops stationed in The Gambia. Cognizance of the subsiantial Senegalese 

military might over the border, and how it might react to trouble, was enough to deter a 

coup (Wiseman 1996: 920). However, when the confederation was nullified in 1989, the 

Senegalese were replaced by a smaller number of Nigerians (about 60 oficers). These 

Nigerian oficers were appointed to the most senior command positions of the Gambian 

army. This move on the part of the Gambian pvenunent generated a lot of resentment 

amongst the soldiers, and this resentment provided a motivation for the 1994 coup 

the state, the militariat, more than any other subordinatc p u p ,  is stratq$cally positioned to play a central 
mle in the deinstitutionalised politics of  A frican states? 
39 

This was the view o f  Ebrima Chongan, former Deputy Cnspector Genenil of  the Gambia Police Force in 



(Wiseman, 1996: 920). The presence of a smaller number of Nigerian officers was not a 

deterrent, as the Gambian army numbered 800 by 1994. In retrospect, it appears that the 

appointment of Nigerian officers helped generate the very events it was meant to prevent. 

The fact that the Nigerian officers were al1 kicked out following the coup suggests that 

the coup was as much directed against them as it was against the lawara govenunent 

(Kandeh, 1996: 392). 

Intemal explanations for the intervention of the rnilitary in The Gambia, however, 

cannot be limited solely to disaffection due to the presence of foreigners as commanders. 

The coup unmasked a class cleavage that existed within the army similar to that which 

exists in African civilian regimes. There was, in the Gambian junior ranks, a general 

feeling of antipathy against senior Gambian officers, who they feli did not have iheir 

inierests ai hean."' Following the coup, the AFPRC not only arrested and detained sorne 

Gambian ûrmy officers, but it subsequently retired a number of them (Kandeh, 1996: 

392). The non-payment of salaries and bad living conditions in the anny bamcks was 

also a factor in the coup. As was described in chapter 2, in both 1991 and 1992 there had 

been army demonstntions against the government over the late payment of special 

allowances for Gambian soldiers who had served in Liberia as part of the regional West 

Afncan peacekeeping force (ECOMOG). 

Jammeh also had personal grievances against the ousted president. In 1989, he 

had been assigned to the presidentiai guard and was reported to be furious at being 

my interview with him on April28, 1999. 
4 0  

A former Gambian army oficer who fled with Jawara's entourage to the U.K tdd me that rhose o f  us 
who were beyond the rank of  captain were doomed. Our Gambian ofticers did not have our interests ai 
hem. They were gïven nice cars and followed beautiful women around town. They had no idea of what was 
going on in the camps or what the well being of soldiers were" ( lnterviewed in London, April26, 1999). 



transferred fiom the job, afler barely four months (Wiseman, 1996:920). Also, the day 

before the coup, Jammeh was among the group of officen who were sent to welcorne 

President Jawara back from his annual leave in the United Kingdom. At the airport, they 

were disarmed by Nigerian officen, amidst rumors that a coup was pending. Statements 

made by Jammeh in the aflemath of the coup suggest that he was humiliated by the 

experirnce of being searched in public and that this was a factor in the anny's decision to 

stage a coup. In one of his interviews, Jammeh said: 

when we went to welcome the president from his annual leave, we were 
humiliated publicly ... the politicians accused us of plotting to overthrow the 
government, and we were senrched in public. Al1 soldien were searched.. . and 
that was the last straw. I myself was disarmed even though most of the time I'm 
armed, but on that day I was disamed for no apparent reason (West Afica, 1-7 
August 1994: 1348). 

In addition to feelings of disaffection and deprivation, one of the most likely 

reasons for the coup was the simple desire on the part of the coup plotters to gain access 

to the considerable benefits that emerge from controlling the state. Using the state as an 

instrument for persona1 enrichment and self-aggrandizement has, sadly, been a common 

phenornenon for Afican military and civilian nile&' (Agbese, 1990: 28-29). As 

Abdoulaye Saine has pointed out, the construction by Jammeh of a monumental arch at 

the main entrance to the capital city, Banjul, to cornmernorate the coup, was a classic 

example of the excessiveness and desire for grandeur that are generally exhibited by 

military regimes in Afica. Furthemore, Jamrneh and his cronies quickly adopted the 

flamboyant lifestyle that he had personally criticized about the regime of his predecessor- 

Il 
See for example John Mukum Môaku, "Military coups as nnt-secking behaviour", Journal uf hliticaf 

und Militasr SwiuIugy. Vol. 22, Winter 1994, pp%I -284. 



-"the three vehicles per minister, residence in the most affluent areas, frequent foreign 

trips and irnproved social and economic status" engendered suspicion and skepticism 

against "the soldiers with a difference" (Saine, 1999: 15). 

The Nature of the AFPRC Regime 

To demonstrate that one reason for the 1994 Gambian coup was lust for power 

among the junior officers, it is helpful to examine the nature of AFPRC rule afier the 

coup. Following the 1994 coup, the relationships within the AFPRC became a key 

element in Gambian politics, albeit a difficult one to fathom, given the secretive nature of 

the military govemment. The nature of the relationships within the AFPRC and the 

lifestyles which the AFPRC leaden adopted suggest two things: that AFPRC leaders 

were capable of ruthless actions to hold on to power and that they used their power to 

enjoy ostcntatious lifestyles (Wiseman, 1996: 921 -922) . 

Military mie in Afnca has shown the tendency for the army to be divided into 

factions based on persona1 Ioyalty, to the extent that it affects the military's ability to 

govern effectively (Bienen, 1993: 273). In the case of The Gambia. events which have 

transpired since the coup have exposed a hi& degree of factional division within the 

army as well as the AFPRC. With the coup's success, several of the most senior army 

officers were arrested. Although some were eventually released, othen were detained in 

jail for two years, without being charged. In addition, there was the anest of two military 

members of the AFPRC's first cabinet. Captain Mamat Cham, the Minister of 

Information and Tourism, and Captain Sarnsudeen Sm, the Minister of Trade, Industry 

and Employment within the newly appointed AFPRC administration, were sacked after 

being suspected by Jammeh of k i n g  sympathetic to the deposed Jawara regUne 



(Wiseman 1996: 92 1 ). 

The seriousness of the split within the Gambian army between AFPRC and non- 

AFPRC supporters became evident in November 1994 and January 1995, with the 

occurrence of what were characterized by the Jammeh military regime as counter coup 

atternpts. The first of these incidents took place on November I 1, 1994. There was large- 

scale fighting in the Gambian military bamcks. The govemment described the incident 

as a counter coup attempt, orchestrated by Lieutenants Basim Barrow, Abdoulaye Dot 

Faal and Gibd Saye. Barrow, then Commander of the First Infantry Battalion, was 

widely believed to have been a conspirator in the July 1994 coup, who backed out at the 

last minute. The alleged coup leaders, together with 40 other soldiers, were Iiquidated 

(Saine, 1996: 106). The AFPRC released a statement accusing the dead soldien of being 

linked to senior figures in the deposed PPP regime (Saine, 1996: 106; Wiseman, 1996: 

922). 

The second incident took place on January 27, 1995 and indicated a more serious 

level of confiict within the Gambian army. This particular incident involved Jarnmeh's 

two closest associates. It was alleged by the AFPRC junta that Captains Sana Sabally 

(Vice-Chairman) and Sadibou Hydara (Interior Minister) were conspiring to assassinate 

Jammeh. Following the alleged coup's failure, both Sabally and Hydara were accused by 

the govemment of being motivated by persona1 greed and the desire to maintain military 

rule indefinitely. Hydara died while in phson on June 5, 1995, before he could be brought 

to trial. The officia1 explanation for Hydara's death was that he suffered acute pulmonary 

oedema, a condition caused by high blood pressure. However, his wife's denial of any 

sucb medical condition fueled mors of fou1 play by the governent (Kandeh, 1996: 



396). In the aftennath of Hydara's death, the other accused, Sana Sabally, was quickly 

tried by a secretive military tribunal and sentenced to nine years imprisonment. 

Subsequent to the coup incident involving Hydara and Sabally. the death of 

Ousman "Koro" Ceesay, the Finance Minister, whose bumt remains were discovered in 

his car. raised strong suspicion of the AFPRC junta's involvement. The circumstances of 

Minister Ceesay's death were even more mysterious. A charismatic young man, he was 

seen at the Gambian international airport where he went to see Chairman Jammeh off on 

a trip to Ethiopia. The AFPRC's Spokesman, Captain Ebou Jallow, who subsequently 

defected to the United States, pointed the t inpr  of responsibility for Ceesay's death at 

Jammeli and Edward Singateh, who Iater became Vice-Chairman afier the removal of 

~ a b a l l  y': (Saine, 1 996: 1 06). 

The Lifestyle of the AFPRC Junta 

Evidence that a lust for power was a motivating factor in the 1994 coup can also 

be seen in Jammeh's lifestyle and the manner in which he attempted to gamer support 

from potential opponents within the m y .  As Wiseman has pointed out: 

Jarnmeh has attempted to strengthen his support within the a m d  forces through 
the distribution o f  material benefits to the trwps, but, at the same time, has also 
dealt ruthlessly with opponents, real or imaginary, within the officer corps. Both 
tactics can be seen as parts of a two-pronged attempt to reduce the prospects of  a 
successful counterîoup such as hûs occuned in many other Afncan countries. 
The greatest threat fiom any military regime cornes fiom within the military and 
Jammeh's use of both reward and fear reproduces a cornrnon pattern among 
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African military rulers, recognizing both a shared set of military interests and a 
division of interests within the rnilitary elite (Wiseman, 1996: 937). 

As discussed above, Jammeh did not hesitate to purge those he thought to be a 

threat, but he also rewarded those who appeared to be loyal. For exarnple, in the 

aftermath of the coup, Jammeh's first move was to renovate the army barracks at 

Yundum military head-quarters. in Febniary 1996, iammeh announced a new package of 

rneasures designed to gamer support from his soldiers. Approximately 8 million Dalasis 

(US $ 800,000) were designated for improiing accommodations for soldien and their 

families. It was also announced that soldiers would be provided with low interest loans 

under The Gambia A m y  Revolving Loan Scheme. Some members of the army were also 

enrolled in the newly created Garnbia University extension program. It was also stated 

that. in future allocations of land for residential purposes, members of the secunty forces 

would be given special treatment (Wiseman, 1996,923). As part of his strategy to furthet 

gamer the support of his army, Jammeh moved to establish a diplornatic relationship with 

Taiwan. In recognition of this act. the Taiwanese govemment gave a loan of US $ 35 

million to the AFPRC. In addition, the government of Taiwan agreed to donate 5000 sets 

of military uniforms and boots to the Gambian army (more than six uniforms and six 

pairs of boots per soldier) (Wiseman, 1996,933). 

Jammeh's own lifestyle supports the hypothesis that a major explmation for 

coups in AfRca is simply to use the state as a rneans to get nch. In Jammeh's case, this 

was exposed afier the former spokesman of the AFPRC junta, Captain Ebou lallow, 

defected to the US, in October of 1995, and accused Jammeh and his cronies of 

corruption. He alleged that Jammeh pocketed U S 5  million of the $35 million loan fiom 



Taiwan. Pllow further alleged that the ternainhg US $30 million was diverted into the 

private bank accounts of Jammeh and his c o ~ l e a ~ u e s . ~  The view that Jammeh staged the 

coup for his own penonal enrichment was shared by ex- president Jawara. 

Everybody sees the type of lifestyle that Jamrneh is living. He always moves 
around in chartered planes going al1 over the place. 1 think the last example was 
when he decided to go to Morocco to celebrate his recent mamage to a Moroccan 
woman. He took from Banjul to Morocco three chartered planes full of people to 
do the celebrations. I don't know how much that cost, but he would charge al1 this 
to the Gambian treasury (Interview with Jawara, London, April24, 1999). 

Regional Dynamics and the 1994 Gambian Coup 

Apart from the factors interna1 to the Gambian military, it is also possible to link 

the Gambian coup to regional relations in the West Afncan sub-region. This regional 

angle is not covered by either the extemal or intemal school on coups, but cannot be 

ignored in the case of the 1994 Gambian coup. 

As was described in chapter 2, Gambian soldiers participated in the ECOMOG 

peacekeeping operation in Liberia. The Gambia govemment sent a contingent of 150 

peacekeepers to Liberia. It was the first time that the army officers had been exposed to 

war since the creation of the army in 1985. While in Liberia, they saw action and upon 

iheir retum they had nothing to do. As Yeebo has emphasized, " by the time the 

Gambian soldiers retumed from Liberia on April 13, 199 1, they were a disgnintled lot 

full of venom and hatred for the Sir Dawda government" (Yeebo, 1995: 50) It was then 

that they started to complain about low salaries, unpaid bonuses for their service in 

Liberia and non-compensation for soldiers injured during their time in Liberia (Yeebo, 
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1995: 50). 

It is also possible to link the 1994 Garnbian coup to the seiUng of power by 

junior soldiers in Sierra Leone in 1992. Soldien from Siena Leone bad also participated 

in the peacekeeping force in Liberia. When they retumed, angry over lack of pay and 

aware of how weak the Joseph Momoh civilian govemment was, they took power 

(Yeebo, 1995: 50). It is not inconceivable that Gambian soldiers were motivated by this 

action and felt that, if the young soldiers in Sierra Leone could successfully execute a 

coup, then Gambian soldiers could also do the same. The above perspective is consistent 

with John Wiseman and Elizabeth Vidler's observation that sirnilaritics between 

Gambian and Siern Leonean military coups included the low nnks and relative youth of 

the coup leaders (Wiseman and Vidler, 1995: 60). 

Wliy were junior Gambian soldiers so easily tempted by the examples of coup 

makers in Siem Leone? Why did their experience in Liberia have such an impact upon 

them'? One hypothesis is that they did not have a proper mission. As was mentioned in 

chapter 2, the Gambian govemment only decided to have an army within the framework 

of the Senegambia confederation. When the confederation fell apart, the army had 

nothing to do and no specific mission was spelled out for it. One raison dëtre for an 

amy  is the protection of a country's temtorial borders. However, an important military 

reality for the Gambian anny is the overwhelming pnsence of its much bigger neighbor, 

the Republic of Senegal. The Garnbia's military force, wbich until the 1994 coup 

numbered a mere 800 soldiers, would not have been able to protect The Gambia h m  

Senegal, which has one of the strongest and most piofessional amies in West Afnca 

president Jawara for providing me with a copy of  the document on Aptil24,1999). 



(Yeebo, 1995: 54). 

The Gambia has never faced a genuine military threat across its borders. 

Therefore, the a m y  had no mission until some of it went to Liberia in a peacekeeping 

capacity. This experience opened their eyes. With the military back and nothing to do, it 

was easily tempted to tum its attention to domestic politics. When the Senegambia 

confederation dissoived, the politicai decision by President Jawara to maintain the 

Gambian army without defining any proper roie for it meant sowing the seeds for future 

trouble." The army was created within the framework of the confederation. However, 

a fier the dissolution of the confederation the Gambian govemment' s decision to keep the 

army was more for its internai security than for any extemal threat. President Jawara had 

the experience of the 1981 coup atternpt, and therefore he did not seem to trust the 

Gambian soldiers. And because he did not trust the Gambian soldien, he brought in 

Nigerian officers to lead them. By so doing, be alienated them, making them more likely 

to overthrow him. 

A final regional factor that contributed to the Gambian m y ' s  decision to 

supplant President lawara's civilian govemment was the fact that Senegal, Gambia's 

powerful neighbor, was unlikely to intervene this time. As was mentioned earlier, 

Senegal was instrumentai in nstoring President Jawara to power after the July 1981 

coup attempt by radical elements of the Gambian citizenry and security service. This 

intervention led to the subsequent establishment of the ill-fated Senegambia 
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confederation. However, afier the collapse of the confederation, relations between the two 

countries were strained. Despite the fact that President Jawara signed a Treaty of 

Friendship and Cooperation with his Senegalese counierpart, President Abdou Diouf, in 

1991, relations between the two countries remained cool, for a number of reasons. The 

main imtant was Gambia's flourishing re-export trade, which caused a great deal of 

smuggIing, mainiy by the Senegalese, and led to Senagai's decision, in 1993, to ciose the 

border to al1 transit tnde routes (Wiseman and Vidler, 1995: 61; Saine, 1996: 104). 

However, there was also the fact that the Senegalese had never forgiven President 

Jawara for the break-up of the Senegambia Confederation in 1989. Moreover, around the 

time of the coup, many refugees from southem Senegal, fleeing the protracted 

secessionist conflict there, were given sanctuary in The Gambia on humanitarian grounds. 

However, this gesture was seen by Senegal as a sign of Gambian sympathy for the 

Cassamance secessionist rebels. As a result, Senegal's attitude towards the Jawara 

govemment became hostile and resentful (Yeebo, 1995: 60). Senegal's reaction to the 

coup suggests that they were happy to see the downfall of President Jawara. While they 

accorded him asylum, they niled out intervention and soon developed relations with the 

new military junta (West Africa, 26 December 1994-8 January 1995: 2 196). 

Summary 

This chapter has elaborated on secondary, but also significant, reasons for the 

1994 coup in The Gambia. Junior lieutenants, led by Yahya Jamrneh, had personal 

hstrations shared by many officers of the same r d .  They were unhappy with the non- 

payment of bonuses for their peacekeeping role in Liberia. Poor living conditions at the 



Yundum A m y  Barracks, together with low salaries, deeply affected the morale of junior 

army officers as well as the rank and file. The resentment against senior Nigerian oficen 

by the junior Garnbian army officers and their rank-and-file was also an important source 

of discontent within the Gambian army. In addition, individual resentment arose among 

junior officers, who saw their oppominities for promotions limited by the appointment of 

Niprîan officers to senior positions. These feelings of deprivation appeared to have been 

widespread within the army and the resentment they generated was directed at both 

Nigerian oficers and the Gambian civilian regime. 

The chapter has buttressed the argument that a feeling of deprivation among 

junior army officers precipitated the coup with an analysis of the events that transpired 

following the coup. The subsequent arrest and imprisonment of senior army ofticers, as 

well as AFPRC rnembers, suggests a Iust for power by the coup leaders. Samuel Decalo 

has hypothesized" that persona1 motivation and the self-interest of a small group of 

plotten- in the fom of their desire for personal e ~ c h m e n t  and aggrandizement within 

the offker corps- are oflen the primary reasons for intervention (Decalo, 1976: 22). In 

The Gambia, the persona1 lifestyle of Jammeh and his cronies supports the above 

hypothesis. Jammeh now lives at the State House and enjoys al1 the privileges of power-- 

fmcy cars, fiequent travel abroad, and trafic interruption to allow his huge convoy to 

move around Banjul. The fact that Jammeh claimed to have been motivated by the desire 

to stamp out the corruption and flamboyante of the Jawara govemment, and the fact that 

he failed to live up to that promise, supports the argument that a feeling of depnvation 

was an important element for the 1994 coup. 



It is important to point out that there are factors h m  the intemal school on coups 

which make sense. But one common phenornenon for rnilitary coups in Afncan countries, 

ethnicity, does not apply to the Gambian coup of 1994. Ethnic animosity has never been a 

very serious issue in Gambian politics. In the case of the Gambian 1994 coup, the plotters 

came from different ethnic backgrounds: Jammeh was a Jola, Sabally was Fula, Hydara 

was of Mouritanian ancestxy (Moor), Touray was a Mandinka, and Singhateh was a 

Christian Mandinka with an English mother (Wiseman, 1996: 920-92 1). 

Finally, the 1994 Gambian coup can also be explained with reference to regional 

relations in the West African sub-region. The coming to power of junior officers in Sierra 

Leone, coupled with the exposure of the Gambian irmy officers to the brutal civil war in 

Liberia. causcd a spill-over effect, which ultimately coniributed to the coup. A final 

fundamental factor to the 1994 coup's success was the lack of intervention by Senegal. 

- - 
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CHAPTER 5 

LESSONS OF THE 1994 GAMBIAN COUP 

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the significance of the 1994 Gambian 

coup. What are the lessons to be ieamed From the failure of the democntic experiment in 

one of Afica's longest surviving democracies? An attempt will be made to answer this 

question by pulling together the main arguments of the previous chepten. In addition, 

sevenl recommendations that hold some promise of detemng future coups in The 

Gambia will be put fonvard. 

Summary o f  Arguments 

It was noted in chapter 1 that there are two main theoretical schools of thought on 

the causes of military coups, namely, the intemal and extemal schools. The extemal 

school contends that factors extemal to the military, main1 y performance and legitimacy 

failures by civilian govemments, prompt the rnilitary to intervene. These performance 

failures may be characterized by corruption, poor economic performance, 

unconstitutional behavior and political crises. The intemal school, on the other hand, 

argues that to explain military coups one has to look beyond the legitimacy failure of 

civilian regimes. It argues that factors intemal to the military cause it to intervene. These 

factors include nationalistic attributes of the military, threats to the military's corporate 

interest, inmi-military quarrels and personal fear. 

Chapter 2 showed how the Gambian political development was shaped and how 



the People's Progressive Party (PPP) was able to dominate the political scene, so much 

so that The Gambia had become a de-facto one-party state. The chapter attributed the 

PPP's success to a number of factors: Jawm's ethnic background, the weaknesses of 

Gambian opposition parties, Gambian culture and a positive image abroad. The chapter 

noted that these factors ultimately contributed to the regime's demise. While the Gambian 

political system seemed like a success story (at least to outsiden) this impression was 

deceiving and, as a result, when the army stmck, it succeeded because there was nobody 

left to support the system. 

In chapter 3, the argument that legitimacy failure of the Garnbian civilian regime 

was the primary cause of the coup was developed. This legitimacy failure emanated h m  

the hctionalism and division that characterized the PPP, especially since 1992, when 

Prcsident lawara won re-election in what was perceived to be his last campaign. By 1993, 

allegations of endernic corruption and nepotism plagued the Jûwara government. The 

media attention generated by these allegations, and the growing loss of public confidence 

in the Jawan govemment 's ability to halt the trend, de-legitimized the regime. Moreover, 

the regime's inability to address the deepening economic crisis brought about by the 

irnplementation of its Economic Refom Program, as wel1 as the CFA crisis, al1 served to 

set the stage for the 1994 coup. 

It can be argued that legitimacy fiilure was the main cause of the coup because 

the govemment had failed in its social contract with the Gambian people. In the Gambian 

case, even though the presidency of Jawara was characterized by the development of a 

democratic system of govemment that respected human rights and the nile of law, it 

failed rniserably in the areas of socioeconomic development (Saine, 2000:24). 



Furthemore, as Saine asseris, President Jawara also "manipulated the state apparatus to 

concentrate wealth and power in the presidency and cultivated clientelist relationships 

that served him well. Jawara's failure to deal effectively with corruption throughout bis 

tenure led to political decay in both the state and within the PPP govemment" (Saine, 

2000:24). Al1 of the aforementioned failures created a loss of respect and support for the 

governmsnt by a large segment of the civilian population. Consequently, when the 1994 

coup was executed, it was greeted with M e  hostiiity or dismay. 

Even though there was considerable reluctance on the part of Western 

govemments, such as the United Kingdom and the United States, to endorse the coup. 

within The Gambia it quickly generated support from many civil servants and religious 

leaders. As Saine has argued, from an institutional perspective. civilian regirnes stand 

more solidly when they are supponed broadly by the populace. When widespread support 

is entrenched and mustered by any civilian govemment, then the possibility of a military 

coup is greatly diminished (Saine, 1996: 104). Further evidence that loss of legitimacy 

was the main cause of the coup was displayed in the rhetoric of the coup-makers, who 

promised the Gambian populace real democracy through their self-portrayal as "soldiers 

with a difference" and the use of slogans such as accountability, transparency and probity 

and a promise that they were going to abide by these pnnciples. 

Peter M. Lewis's article, "Economic Reform and Political Transition: Afn'ca" 

outlines a framework for conceptualizing and analyzing good govemance in Africa. 

According to Lewis, it "entails strengthening state authority, increasing public confidence 

in political institutions, and fortiwing lateral bonds of solidarity within civil society" 

(Lewis, 1996: 118). It c m  be argwd that, if the PPP had govemed better, there would 



have been less disaffection within the Gambian populace and the junior ranks of the 

military. Hence, a coup might not have ansen in the first place. Moreover, even if the 

military did take action, it would have been greeted with considerably more hostility. 

Chapter 4 pointed out that a secondary, but still significant, reason for the 

Gambian coup was a feeling of deprivation by junior army officen. In both 1991 and 

1992, there had been demonsrnitions by elements of the army over the issue of non 

payment of salaries, actions which did not result in a coup. However, unlike these earlier 

actions, the 1994 coup happened against a backdrop of public disaffection with 

corruption and other malfeasance in the govemment. The combination of personal 

fnistntions, and continuing public expectations for improved conditions, served to 

strengthen the anny's resolve when it staged the coup. 

The Gambian coup's success also has a geo-political dimension which is not 

expiained from the perspective of either the extemal or intemal schools on coups. The 

explanations for coups by the two schools are confined to domestic factors; they need to 

be supplemented by geo-political perspectives. In the case of the Gambian coup of 1994, 

the specific forms geo-political influences took were the civil war in Liberia and the 

seinire of power by junior soldiers in neighboring Sierra Leone, both of which had a 

spill-over effect. Moreover, the chilling of Senegalese-Gambian relations also provided 

additional inducements for the Gambian soldiers to act. The rest of this chapter will 

explore the lessons leamed from the Gambian experience and propose measures to deter 

hiture coups. 



Lessons Learned 

The are three main lesson learned from the 1994 Garnbian coup. The prhary 

lesson of the 1994 Gambian coup is that a govemment which is democratic in fonn, 

respecthl of human rights and enjoying a favorable international reputation, can still lose 

the confidence of its citizens. This can happen if it monopolizes power and political 

discourse, turns a blind eye to corruption, and fails to meet the economic and social needs 

of its population. In the Gambian case, an established system of democratic governrnent, 

under a domestically and intemationally respected leader, was overthrown in a day by a 

group of young military officers with no grasp of the complexities involved in the 

administration of a state (Wiseman and Vidler, 1995: 63). This coup was feasible because 

the legit imacy of the government had col lapsed. The de-legitimization of the govemment 

was due to its failure to tackle comption and its poor sociocconomic performance, the 

effects of which were worsened by the implementation of strict structural adjustment 

prognms and regional exogenous factors. 

A secondary lesson of the 1994 Gambian coup is that a disaffected military in a 

state with a discredited civilian regime is a recipe for trouble. As Pita Agbese has 

observed, a political context in which ordinary people no longer have a stake in the 

politics of the dominant class gives the military a decisive advantage over the civilian 

factions: "With its monopoly over the instruments of coercion, the military easily 

overthrows civilian governments. As the majority of the people have already been 

alienated fiom politics, the military does not face much opposition when it overthrows 

elected governments. In fact, its intervention in politics may be initially welcomed by the 

majority of the population" (Agbese, 1990: 28). The condition of the state not enjoying 



broad entrenched support also makes it easier for the amy to supplant the regime and 

legitirnize its seinire of power, by its drawing attention to the rnalfeasance of civilian 

politicians. 

A last lesson is that, in a small country like The Gambia, without significant 

economic or geo-political weight, the answers to the threat of military coups have to be 

found internally. As was mentioned in cliapter 2, the relative smallness of The Garnbia's 

population and land size has always been a disadvantage. The country is not endowed 

with siçnificant natuml resources, and is not sufficiently geo-strategically important to 

any of her neighbors (with the exception of Senegal) to warrant outside intervention in a 

coup. This was demonstrated by the refusal of the United States govenunent to assist in 

stopping the coup. in spite of pleas from President Jawara. If the US had deemed it a 

national interest to intervene, it is highly conceivable that the coup would not have taken 

place. 

In the case of the first coup attempt in 198 1, The Gambia had some geo-political 

significance, in that it was a pro-Western country during the Cold War. This factor, 

coupled with Senegal's wariness about Libyan subversive intentions in the region, led to 

the decision of the Senegalese govemment to send in its anny (Hughes, in Cohen, 1983: 

68). Senegal was also of the view that its intervention would facilitate the political 

unification of the two countries. Once the Cold War ended and The Gambia and Senegal 

had failed to achieve political unification, the situation was totally diffemit, because 

Senegal saw no other reason to intervene. With reference to the above lessons we will 

now focus on some possible ways to deter a recurrence of the 1994 Gambian experience. 



Policy Prescription 

Four policy prescriptions are offered for the detemence of  funire coups in The 

Gambia. These are: (1) furthering the socioeconomic development of The Gambia, (2) 

strengthening political discourse to rnaximize public participation in the political process, 

(3) building more competition into the democratic process and (4) professionalization of 

the Gambian anny. These four prescriptions are discussed in detail below. 

(1) Fwthering the Socioeconomic Developmerzt of The Gambia 

As was noted in chapter 3, Jawara's pvemment religiously cooperated with the 

IMF in the implementation of economic reform for the Gambian economy. While the 

rcform generated some success in economic terms, there was little benefit to the majority 

of Gambians due to two factors. First, the majotity of Gambians are subsistence farmers 

and don't participate in the forma1 economy. Second, under the Presidency of Jawara, 

corruption and other malfeasances allowed the urban elites to siphon off most of the 

economic benefits at the expense of national development. While there was a strong 

emphasis by President Jawara on civil and political rights, and an open market economy, 

the government failed miserably in the fulfillment of economic rights. This economic 

failure in the long nin proved damaging and made President Jawara vulnerable to adverse 

criticism. As was pointed out in chapter 3, despite nearly thirty years of continuous PPP 

rule, and generous development assistance from the international community, the 

majority of the Gambian people were mired in absolute poverty. 

To adàress this problem, stronger measures to end corruption and cronyism 

should be a con  objective. An attempt to divert more extemal economic assistance to 



programs that directly benetit the majority of Gambians would go a long way towards 

entrenching civilian legitimacy, thereby discouraging the possibility for military 

intervention in Gambian politics. Improvement of a country's economic situation is 

necessary because failure to do so corrodes the legitimacy of the government, as was the 

case in The Gambia. The Jawara govemment's economic failures may explain why the 

AFPRC under Jammeh moved quickly to embark upon public spending projects, which 

included the construction of five high schools, numerous middle (secondary) schools, a 

new international airport and The Gambia's fint television station. These 

accomplishments, in a relatively short penod of time, endeared the AFPRC to some 

Gambians, who felt ihat these achievements were much more impressive than what the 

PPP had accomplished in thirty yean of rule (Saine, 1 999: 1 3). 

(2) Strengrhen Political Discourse 

The lack of effective political discoune has been an impediment to the 

democntization process in Africa. Afler the attainment of independence, the state 

apparatus in many Afncan countries was formed along ethnic lines which allowed 

interest groups to subvert the rules for their own benefit. In addition, constitutions ofien 

concentrated power in the hands of the central govenunents, with linle or no autonomy 

being granted to local and regional political jurisdictions. This concentration of power 

allowed Afncan governments to intrude into al1 aspects of political and economic life, to 

the detriment of the majority of people in these societies (Mbaku, 1996: 46). Political 

discourse in Afnca has been manipulated by a few politically dominant groups, which has 

led to the inefficiency of the social contract. 



In The Gambia, the political discourse was completely dominated by the PPP 

govemment for almost thirty years. While the political opposition groups wen allowed to 

contest elections, they were uncompetitive and hence unable to effect any political 

change. Although this lack of political competitiveness fiom opposition parties 

strengthened the PPP as a Party, in the long term it undermined the PPP government's 

iegitimacy. Under President Jawara, the politicai environment had become uncompetitive, 

because opposition parties had no chance of defeating his govemment through the ballot 

box. This problem was intensified by corruption and the failure of the govemment to 

improve the quality of life for the Gambian populace (Yeebo, 1995: 1-7). Political 

discourse in Tlie Gambia can be strengthened by providing more space for mass political 

participation in the democratic processes. In The Gambia, political discourse is Iargely 

limited to educated urban elites. This problern is compounded by the fact that the media 

has been small and ineffectual and oflen dominated by the govemment. This perspective 

is shared by Abdoulaye Saine, who has argued that in order to strengthen democracy in 

The Gambia these institutions of civil society needs to be strengthened. He was of the 

view that: 

success in building a genuine participatory democracy, based on the mle of law, 
will depend upon a broad range of factors. These include participation of The 
Gambia's collective leadership, an active civil society, a reasonably free mass 
media and the existence of a supportive international political and economic 
environment (Saine, 1999: 4). 

The Gambian populace must have the trust that those in power are seen to be 

transparent and accountable. Political discourse can also be strengthened if the Gambian 

government, together with leaders of the opposition parties, religious organizations, trade 

unions, students organizations, women organizations, and elders engage in a dialogue 



whose aim would be dedicated to ensuring that the voices of the Gambian people are 

heard. This is because success in building a genuine participatory process, based on the 

rule of law and respect for human rights, requires collective participation. 

(3) Build More Competition Into The Denlocratic Process 

Guarding against de-facto one-party types of "democratic" regimes might go a 

long way towards ensuring a more efticient and functional dernomtic system. For 

democracy to work well. the institutions of pvemment must be respected and be seen to 

represent the interests of the citizenry. The populace must not only have trust and 

confidence in the govemment, they must also have the power to change it through 

constitutional means. As ex-President Jawan noted, in order for democracy to gamer 

strength in The Gambia; 

not only should the govemment be committed to the pnnciple of democracy, but 
the opposition also has to be fully committed to the principle of democracy. In 
Af~ca, there are problems on both sides. There are problems with the govemment 
using too much power and being intolerant of the opposition and the opposition 
not too content with its proper role. So there has to be lots of tolerance and 
commitment to the principles of the system (Interviewed in London, April 24, 
1999). 

The recent March 19, 2000 electoral defeat of the Socialist Party in Senegal, 

which had been in power since independence in 1960, shows what could happen if there 

is more cornpetition in the political process. The acceptance of defeat by the incumbent, 

President Abdou Diouf, constitutes an excellent phenornenon for the consolidation of 

dernocracy, worthy of emulation by other emerging democracies in Afnca Establishing 

term limits for the presidency should be a central element among the refoms that need to 

be effected to discourage coups in The Gambia in addition, havhg a govemment that is 



transparent and accountable could discourage the military fiom interfering in politics. If 

there are strong institutions that are respected and supported by the people, the military 

would be aware that the populace would be hostile to any act of illegally taking power. 

(4) The Need To Profssionalize The Gambian MiIitary 

It was pointed out in the lessons learned from the Gambian coup that disaffection 

in the military, at a penod when the credibility of a civilian govemment is low, increases 

the likelihood of a coup. As was shown in chapter 3, when soldien went to receive 

President Jawara, they were publicly disanned. Such humiliation and disregard for the 

military's professionalism was the last straw and, within twenty-four houn, a coup was 

successfully staged (Saine, 1999: 6). It is important that the professionalism and 

corponte interest of the military is always respected and protected by the civilian 

govemment. In addition to better training, conditions of service and pay should be 

adequate for al1 ranks. If the professionalism of the military is respected then its role in 

A fricnn politics can be dnsticall y scaled back. Peter Agbese believes "that the inculcation 

of adequate professionalism among military officers secures civilian supremacy over the 

m e d  forces" (Agbese, 1996: 93). 

Agbese's perspective is consistent with Samuel Huntington's argument that 

"politics is beyond the scope of military competence, and the participation of military 

officers in politics undermines their professionalism, curtailing their professional 

competence, dividing the profession against itself, and substituting exhancous values for 

professional values" (Huntington, 1985: 71). A similar view was shared by Kwame 

Nkrumah: 



It is not the duty of the army to rule or govem, because it has no political 
mandate and its duty in not to seek a political mandate. The m y  only operates 
under the mandate of a civil govemment. If the national interest compels the 
armed forces to intervene, then immediately afier intervention, the amiy must 
hand over to a new civilian government elected by the people and enjoying the 
people's mandate under a constitution accepted by them. If the army does not do 
this then the position of the army becomes dubious and anomalous and involves a 
betrayal of the people and the national interest (cited in Yeebo, 1995: 125). 

In the Gambian case, one can argue that the army was not professional enough, 

both by the training and comportment of its ofticers and by the Ievel of support and 

confidence given to it by the Jawara govemment. That was the main reason why a 

training team headed by Nigerian officers was brought to The Gambia aAer the 

wi tlidnwal of Senegalese assistance in 1 989. 

Proper professionalism of the military requires time and training. The Gambian 

army was stil l relatively young at the time of the coup and could not be characterized as 

professional. This was evident in the army's behavior following the coup. When the 

Arrned Forces Provisional Ruling Council (AFPRC) came to power in 1994, they 

claimed that they were b'soldiers with a difference." In the words of Lieutenant Edward 

Singateh, "ail we wanted to do was corne to State House, take over and put in place a new 

govemment that would nile with real democracy and not apparent democracy" (Kandeh, 

1996: 399). With the success of the coup, however, the AFPRC decided not to hand over 

power voluntanly to a democratically elected government; instead, Jammeh dimisseci 

democracy as an imported concept and was ambivalent about when he would nturn the 

country back to civilian nile. It was only afier strong international pressure that the army 

agreed to hold elections in 1996. The elections were deeply flawed and lefi Iammeh stiii 

in charge as a nominaily civilianized head of state (Wiseman, 1996: 64). A more 



professional arrny would probably not have staged the coup in the first place; but once 

having deposed the Jawara govenunent, would have handed power to an interim civilian 

govemment and retumed to the barracks. 

The single most significant way to achieve military professionalism in the 

Gambian army is for it to have a properly spelled out mission. As was noted in chapter 2, 

the Gambian govemment decided against having an amy at independence. However, 

afler the attempted coup of 1981 and the subsequent establishment of the Senegambia 

confedention, an army was established. Once the confederation fell apart, no clear reason 

was articulated to justify the need to maintain an anny. The existence of the Gambian 

a m y  should have been revisited. Such a course of action would have helped soldiers 

undentand the significance of the anny as an institution responsible for preserving 

Gambia's territorial integrity. A new mission for the Gambian army can be found by 

broadening the mandate of the army to include participation in LIN peacekeeping 

missions, assistance in disaster relief and other tasks of significance to The Gambia's 

national interest. 
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